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VILLAGE OF DOWNERS GROVE
Report for the Village Council Meeting
8/11/2015

SUBJECT:

SUBMITTED BY:

Special Use, Planned Unit Development and Rezoning for an
apartment building at 5100 Forest

Stan Popovich, AICP
Planning Manager

SYNOPSIS
Ordinances have been prepared for the following actions:
1. Approve a Planned Unit Development
2. Rezone the subject property from DB, Downtown Business to DB/PUD, Downtown Business /
Planned Unit Development
3. Approve a Special Use to construct a multi-family structure with 89 apartment units.
STRATEGIC PLAN ALIGNMENT
The goals for 2011-2018 include Strong and Diverse Local Economy.
FISCAL IMPACT
n/a
RECOMMENDATION
Approval on the August 18, 2015 active agenda per the Plan Commission’s 4-1 positive recommendation.
The Plan Commission found that the proposal is an appropriate use in the district, compatible with the
Comprehensive Plan and meets all standards for approval of a Zoning Map Amendment for a PUD Overlay
per Section 28.12.030, a Planned Unit Development with deviations per Section 28.12.040 and a Special
Use per Section 28.12.050. The dissenting commissioner stated the development was too dense, did not
provide sufficient parking and did not adequately providing loading and unloading space.
BACKGROUND
This development proposal is for a five-story, 89-unit apartment building at 5100 Forest (the northwest
corner of Gilbert and Forest Avenues). The application requires approval of a special use. The applicant is
also seeking a Planned Unit development and an associated rezoning from Downtown Business to
Downtown Business/PUD.
Property Information & Zoning Request
The subject property sits at the northwest corner of Gilbert and Forest Avenues and is also situated at the
terminus of Burlington and Forest Avenues. This 1.1 acre property is located in the DB, Downtown Business
Zoning District and is currently improved with a vacant one-story commercial building with an attached
drive-through canopy and an asphalt parking lot. The applicant is proposing to construct a five story, 89-unit
apartment building on the subject property. This application is also requesting Special Use approval for the
use of an apartment building which is an allowable Special Use in the DB zoning district. The applicant is
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applying for a Planned Unit Development to accommodate higher density than would be allowed under the
Downtown Zoning district. As part of the PUD approval, a rezoning from DB to DB/PUD is required.
Development Plan
The applicant is proposing to replace the vacant commercial building with a five story, 89-unit multi-family
building with the following features and amenities:







58 one bedroom units
31 two bedroom units
106 enclosed off-street parking spaces
Club/lounge room, fitness center, indoor bicycle parking and outdoor amenity roof-top patio
On-site Management Office
Public sidewalk connecting Commuter Lot D to the Forest Avenue sidewalk

The five story building would be improved with a variety of high quality building materials including two
types of brick and high gloss metal finishes.
Compliance with the Comprehensive Plan
The subject property is identified in the Comprehensive Plan as Catalyst Site #8 and is prime for a
redevelopment to advance the vision for downtown. The proposed development advances several of the goals
and objectives found in the Comprehensive Plan including:
 Redevelops a key catalyst site and underutilized downtown site
 Removes an automobile-oriented use and replaces it with a transit and pedestrian-oriented
development
 Creates a terminating vista on Burlington Avenue and creates a sense of enclosure to enhance the
pedestrian environment in the downtown district
 Enhances the downtown district as the cultural and social center of the community
Compliance with the Zoning Ordinance
The proposed project meets most zoning requirements for the DB zoning district. However, the applicant is
requesting four deviations to increase density, reduce the number of required parking spaces, locate the
loading zone within the Gilbert Avenue right-of-way, and allow for a curved façade at the corner of Forest
and Gilbert. The proposed deviations are consistent with the intent of the Zoning Ordinance and necessary to
meet the intent of the Comprehensive Plan.
Compliance with the Subdivision Ordinance
The applicant will meet all requirements of the Subdivision Ordinance. The applicant will administratively
consolidate the two existing lots, provide a fee-in-lieu for one parkway tree and provide the required park
district and school district donations.
Compliance with the Downtown Design Guidelines
The proposed development meets the design guidelines in the following manner:
 Provides visual interest and high quality materials throughout the building
 Creates a terminating vista to provide a pedestrian friendly environment
 Creates a distinctive building through the cornice and corner tower elements
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Public Improvements
The proposed public improvements identified in the petition include:
 Removal of the Forest Avenue curb cut
 Installation of a drop-off space on Forest Avenue
 Installation of a flex loading and parking space on Gilbert Avenue
 Installation of a sidewalk between Lot D and Forest Avenue
The subject property is not required to provide on-site detention as the proposed development increases the
amount of open-green space as compared to the current vacant building and asphalt parking lot. Post
Construction Best Management Practices will be provided in accordance with the Village’s Stormwater
Ordinance.
Traffic and Parking
A traffic and parking impact study for the proposed development was completed by the petitioner. Based on
the development's location and transit-oriented development approach, the study projected less daily trips than
would be anticipated if the drive-through bank were re-established on the site. The study examined
surrounding intersections and found that all the intersections will continue to operate at acceptable levels after
the development is completed. The study also found that the proposed development will have minimal impact
on the queues associated with the closure of railroad gates along the BNSF railroad.
The petitioner has revised their interior parking plan to provide an additional four parking spaces, bringing
their total to 106 interior parking spaces for a 1.19 parking space to unit ratio. This ratio is similar to the
Institute of Traffic Engineers estimated peak demand of 107 parking spaces for 89 apartment units. This ratio
is also within the range of provided parking in other Chicagoland multi-family developments.
Public Comment
During the Plan Commission meeting, the public expressed concerns. The petitioner has addressed these
concerns in a response letter. The Village offers the following comments:
Concern
Inadequate parking for visitors, overnight
guests and building support vehicles.

Use of Lot D for overflow parking

Response
 Petitioner submitted a revised basement parking level
that provides four additional spaces, bringing the
number of parking spaces up to 106
 Commuter parking lots are open to the general public
after 11:00 am on weekdays and all day on weekends
and holidays
 Overnight parking is currently available in Commuter
Lot L and the Parking Deck
 Through contractual obligations with Metra, the
Village must maintain these parking spaces for
commuters
 The lot is available to the general public after 11:00
am on weekdays and all day on weekends and
holidays
 The Village Council has the discretion to permit
overnight parking in this lot
 Staff is supportive of providing overnight parking in
Lot D should the Council direct staff to make that
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Collection of garbage and loading and
unloading of moving trucks





change
The proposed development meets the goals of the
Comprehensive Plan to develop a catalyst site
The Comprehensive Plan notes higher density multifamily uses should be located near commercial areas
The Gilbert Avenue loading zone is designed to
accommodate garbage trucks and mid-sized moving
vehicles
The Gilbert Avenue loading zone can be designated
and signed for both loading and parking
The loading and parking zone combinations are
currently used on Curtiss Street and along Highland
Avenue adjacent to Station Crossing.

ATTACHMENTS
Ordinance
Aerial Map
Staff Report with attachments dated July 6, 2015
Draft Minutes of the Plan Commission Hearing dated July 6, 2015
Petitioner response letter
Revised lower level parking plan
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5100 Forest Rezoning
15-PLC-0019

ORDINANCE NO. _____
AN ORDINANCE REZONING CERTAIN PROPERTY
LOCATED AT 5100 FOREST AVENUE
WHEREAS, the real estate located at 5100 Forest Avenue, on the northwest corner of Gilbert and
Forest Avenues, hereinafter described has been classified as "DB, Downtown Business District" under the
Zoning Ordinance of the Village of Downers Grove; and
WHEREAS, the owner or owners of said real estate have requested that such property be rezoned
as hereinafter provided; and
WHEREAS, such petition was referred to the Plan Commission of the Village of Downers Grove,
and said Plan Commission has given the required public notice, has conducted a public hearing respecting
said petition on July 6, 2015 and has made its findings and recommendations all in accordance with the
statutes of the State of Illinois and the ordinances of the Village of Downers Grove; and
WHEREAS, making due allowance for existing conditions, the conservation of property values,
the development of the property in conformance to the official Comprehensive Plan of the Village of
Downers Grove, and the current uses of the property affected, the Council has determined that the
proposed rezoning is for the public good.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the Council of the Village of Downers Grove, in
DuPage County, Illinois, as follows:
SECTION 1. The Zoning Map of the Village, pursuant to Section 28.12.030 of the Downers
Grove Municipal Code, is hereby further amended by rezoning to "DB/PUD #53, Downtown Business
District with a Planned Unit Development Overlay" the zoning classification of the following described
real estate, to wit:
PARCEL 1:
THAT PART OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 8, TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH,
RANGE 11 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN (BEING PART OF LOT 57 OF
ASSESSOR'S SUBDIVISION OF SECTION 8 AFORESAID) DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
COMMENCING AT THE QUARTER SECTION STAKE IN THE WEST LINE OF SECTION
8 AFORESAID, THENCE NORTH ON THE SECTION LINE 30 FEET; THENCE EAST
ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF GILBERT AVENUE, 386.76 FEET FOR A POINT OF
BEGINNING; THENCE NORTH 258 FEET TO THE SOUTH LINE OF RAILROAD LAND;
THENCE SOUTH 56 DEGREES 15 MINUTES EAST ALONG THE LINE OF THE
RAILROAD LAND, 236 FEET TO THE WEST LINE OF FOOTE STREET; THENCE SOUTH
ALONG THE WEST LINE OF FOOTE STREET, 24.25 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 9
DEGTREES 30 MINUTES WEST ALONG THE WEST LINE OF FOOTE STREET, 108.25
FEET TO THE NORTH LINE OF GILBERT AVENUE; THENCE WEST ALONG THE
NORTH LINE OF GILBERT AVENUE, 179.5 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING, IN
DUPAGE COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
PARCEL 2:
PART OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 8 TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH RANGE
11 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, IN DUPAGE COUNTY, ILLINOIS,
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: COMMENCING AT THE INTERSECTION OF THE NORTH
LINE OF GILBERT AVENUE IN THE VILLAGE OF DONWERS GROVE, ILLINOIS, WITH
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THE WEST LINE OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SAID SECTION 8, WHICH POINT
IS 30.00 FEET DISTANT NORTHELY, AS MEASURED AT RIGHT ANGLES FROM THE
CENTER LINE OF GILBERT AVENUE; THENCE SOUTH 89 DEGREES 16 MINUTES 00
SECONDS EAST ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF GILBERT AVNEUE, A DISTANCE OF
386.76 FEET TO AN IRON PIPE AT THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF LAND NOW OR
FORMERLY OWNED BY GEORGE AND MABEL STAIGER; THENCE NORTH 0
DEGREES 01 MINUTES 20 SECONDS EAST ALONG THE WEST LINE OF SAID
STAIGER PROPERTY A DISTANCE OF 258.60 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF
BEGINNING AT AN IRON PIPE AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE STAIGER
PROPERTY WHICH IS 54.15 FEET DISTANCE SOUTH 0 DEGREES 01 MINUTES 20
SECONDS WEST FROM THE CENTER MAIN TRACT (THERE BEING THREE MAIN
LINE TRACTS) OF THE CHICAGO BURLINGTON AND QUINCY RAILROAD
COMPANY; THENCE FROM SAID TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING SOUTH85 DEGREES 33
MINTUES 30 SECONDS EAST A DISTANCE OF 185.25 FEET TO A POINT THAT IS 62.35
FEET DISTANT SOUTH 1 DEGREES 53 MINUTES 58 SECONDS WEST FROM THE
CENTER LINE OF THE CENTER MAIN LINE RAILROAD TRACK AFORESAID AND
14.00 FEET DISTNACE 89 DEGREES 14 MINUES 20 SECONDS WEST FROM THE WEST
LINE OF FOREST AVENUE (FORMERLY FOOTE STREET) IN SAID VILLAGE OF
DOWNERS GROVE; THENCE SOUTH 6 DEGREES 02 MINUTES 58 SECONDS EAST A
DISTANCE OF 118.03 FEET TO THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF SAID STAIGER
PROPERTY (WHICH IS ON THE WEST LINE OF SAID FOREST AVENUE AND IS 22.35
FEET DISTANT NORTH 0 DEGREES 45 MINUTES 40 SECONDS EAST FROM AN
ANGLE POINT IN SAID STREET LINE); THENCE NORTH 56 DEGREES 15 MINUTES 00
SECONDS WEST ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF SAID STAIGER PROPERTY A
DISTANCE OF 237.09 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING, AFORESAID, IN DUPAGE
COUNTY, ILLINOIS
Commonly known as 5100 Forest Avenue, Downers Grove, IL 60515 (PIN 09-08-126-005)
SECTION 2. The official zoning map shall be amended to reflect the change in zoning
classification effected by Section 1 of this ordinance, subject to the following conditions:
1.

Any changes to the conditions represented by the Petitioner as the basis for this petition,
whether those changes occur prior to or after Village approval, shall be promptly reported
to the Village. The Village reserves the right to re-open its review process upon receipt
of such information; and

2.

It is the Petitioner=s obligation to maintain compliance with all applicable Federal, State,
County and Village laws, ordinances, regulations, and policies.

SECTION 3. That the rezoning meets the requirements of the Zoning Ordinance as follows:
1.

the existing use and zoning of nearby property;

2.

the extent to which the particular zoning restrictions affect property values;

3.
4.
5.

the extent to which any diminution in property value is offset by an increase in
the public health, safety and welfare;
the suitability of the subject property for the zoned purposes;
the length of time that the subject property has been vacant as zoned, considering
the context of land development in the vicinity;
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6.

the value to the community of the proposed use; and

7.

the comprehensive plan.

SECTION 4. All ordinances or parts of ordinances in conflict with the provisions of this
ordinance are hereby repealed.
SECTION 5. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and
publication in pamphlet form as provided by law.
Mayor
Passed:
Published:
Attest:
Village Clerk
1\ww\Ord.15\5100-Forest-Rezone-15-PLC-0019
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VILLAGE OF DOWNERS GROVE
REPORT FOR THE PLAN COMMISSION
JULY 6, 2015 AGENDA

SUBJECT:

T YPE:

SUBMITTED BY:

15-PLC-0019
5100 Forest Avenue

Planned Unit Development and
Special Use

Patrick Ainsworth, AICP
Planner

REQUEST
The petitioner is requesting approval for a Planned Unit Development and a Special Use to construct an 89 unit
apartment building at 5100 Forest Avenue which is located in the Downtown Business (DB) zoning district.

NOTICE
The application has been filed in conformance with applicable procedural and public notice requirements.

GENERAL INFORMATION
OWNER:

DG Burlington Partners, LP.
227 South Main Street Suite #300
South Bend, IN 46601

APPLICANT:

T. Drew Mitchell
Holladay Properties
6370 AmeriPlex Drive Suite #1100
Portage, IN 46368

PROPERTY INFORMATION
EXISTING ZONING:
EXISTING LAND USE:
PROPERTY SIZE:
PINS:

DB, Downtown Business
Vacant Commercial Building
48,136 sq ft (1.1 acres)
09-08-126-005

SURROUNDING ZONING AND LAND USES
ZONING
NORTH:
DB, Downtown Business
SOUTH:
DB, Downtown Business &
DT, Downtown Transition
EAST:
DB, Downtown Business
WEST:
DT, Downtown Transition

FUTURE LAND USE
Downtown/Mixed Use
Downtown/Mixed Use
Downtown/Mixed Use
Downtown/Mixed Use
Downtown/Mixed Use

ANALYSIS
SUBMITTALS
This report is based on the following documents, which are on file with the Department of Community
Development:
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Project Narrative
Plat of Survey
Architectural Plans
Engineering Plans
Landscape Plan
Traffic Impact Study
Plat of Consolidation

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The applicant is proposing to construct a 113,000 square foot, five story, 89 unit apartment building at the
northwest corner of Gilbert and Forest Avenues, commonly known as 5100 Forest Avenue. This
Downtown Business (DB) zoned property is also located at the terminus of Forest and Burlington Avenue,
approximately 500 feet west of the Main Street Metra Train Station. The applicant is proposing a multifamily residential structure with deviations from the Zoning Ordinance. As such the applicant is applying
for a Planned Unit Development (PUD) as well as a Special Use. An apartment building is an allowable
Special Use in the DB zoning district per Section 5.010 of the Zoning Ordinance and the PUD is appropriate
based on the proposed development providing additional housing variety on a catalyst site that promotes
the goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan.
Currently, the subject property is improved with a vacant, one-story commercial building and a surface
parking lot. The existing building was previously a bank with a drive-through canopy located on the western
portion of the subject property. This property is also situated between Metra Commuter Lot D and the Main
Street Train Station where commuters traverse through this lot to utilize the downtown train station. The
subject property contains two lots of record which will require the applicant to administratively consolidate
the lots if the project is approved.
Proposed Development
The petitioner is proposing to demolish the existing vacant building and build a five story, 89 unit apartment
building on the subject site. This building will consist of following features and amenities:
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

58 one bedroom units
31 two bedroom units
102 enclosed off-street parking spaces
Club/Lounge Room
Fitness center
Outdoor roof-top patio with several seating areas, a putting green and an outdoor kitchen
Indoor bicycle parking
On-site Management Office
Public sidewalk connecting Commuter Lot D to the Forest Avenue sidewalk
Public plaza

The proposed building is comprised of five stories. Based on the topography of the site, only four stories
will be visible from Forest Avenue while all five levels can be seen from the elevation along Gilbert
Avenue. The lowest level will contain enclosed off-street vehicle and bicycle parking. The enclosed
parking area will consist of 102 vehicle parking spaces with the following type of spaces provided:
Accessible Parking Spaces with Access Aisles
Compact Parking Spaces
Standard Vehicle Spaces

5 spaces
22 spaces
75 spaces
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The first floor proposes the following features: the management office, a club room, a fitness room, access
to the outdoor roof-top patio, 13 one bedroom apartment units and 7 two bedroom apartment units. Floors
2 through 4 are identical and each floor will contain 15 one bedroom apartment units and 8 two bedroom
apartment units. The total number of apartment dwelling units proposed for this property is 89 units.
The subject site sits on a corner lot and is centered at the T-intersection of Forest and Burlington Avenues
which is reflected in the building’s architecture. The east elevation, off of Forest Avenue, emphasizes the
terminating vista of Burlington and Forest Avenues by aligning the main entrance to the centerline of
Burlington Avenue. This is achieved by an emphasized cornice line at the roof, fenestration that
symmetrically flanks the main doors and an ornamental entry sign stating, “Burlington Station” above the
top floor. This same elevation contains various roof heights and façade projections to provide variety and
add visual emphasis to the primary street façade. The secondary street façade is the south elevation along
Gilbert Avenue. This elevation contains another residential entrance as well as the only garage door
entrance access the enclosed parking area. The north and west elevations do not face the public right-ofway, but the applicant is proposing similar façade treatments on the north and west facades as found on the
two street facing facades for 360 degree architecture.
The five story corner building will be improved with various building materials which consist of brick and
fiber cement panels. The various building materials and projections are utilized in a manner that both
visually articulates the main parts of the building as well as accessory elements such as the public plazas,
but also responds to the context of the surrounding properties. More specifically, the southeast corner of
the building contains a curving glass wall that respects the corner of Gilbert and Forest Avenues as well as
sets the building back in a manner that respects the intersection visibility of the vehicles and pedestrians in
this area.
The petitioner is also proposing extensive landscaping around the perimeter of the building with a tiered
landscape bed system in order to blend the façades of the building into the existing topography. Other public
amenities will be provided around various parts of the property including a new sidewalk available to the
public running along the north property line, which will connect Commuter Lot D to Forest Avenue and
public plaza areas with outside seating.

COMPLIANCE WITH THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
The Comprehensive Plan identifies the subject site as Downtown Catalyst Site #8 under the Key Focus
Areas. Catalyst sites are specifically identified in the Comprehensive Plan as prime properties for
redevelopment that will further the vision created in the Comprehensive Plan. The Comprehensive Plan
notes this site should be a pedestrian- and transit-oriented development that fronts along Forest Avenue to
orient the building towards downtown and provides a terminating vista on Burlington Avenue from the
east. The proposed development meets the goals of Catalyst Site #8. The proposed development:
�
�
�
�

Removes an automobile-oriented use from the downtown and replaces it with a transit-oriented and
pedestrian-friendly development
Creates a transit-oriented development that takes advantage of the close proximity to multi-modal
transportation such as the Metra train station and nearby bus routes
Orients the building front to face Forest Avenue
Creates a well-designed terminating vista on Burlington Avenue

The proposed development also meets other goals in the Comprehensive Plan. These goals include:
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�
�
�
�
�
�
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Redevelops a key catalyst site that will assist in maximizing the downtown’s potential
Redevelops an underutilized downtown site
Redevelops an existing non-pedestrian-oriented business in the downtown
Creates a pedestrian-oriented development
Creates a sense of enclosure to enhance the pedestrian environment in the downtown district
Provides high quality architecture
Promotes a development that further enhances the downtown district as the cultural and social
center of the community
Reinforces the walkable nature of downtown by orienting the building towards the street near the
property line
Takes advantage of the various transportation opportunities while maintaining pedestrian access to
Commuter Lot D
Provides additional residents in close proximity to the downtown commercial core
Follows transit-oriented development guidelines for downtown redevelopment

The Comprehensive Plan’s Residential Policy Recommendations section identifies that future multi-family
development should be located near significant activity centers. The proposed apartment development is
located in the downtown activity center as it is located immediately adjacent to the Main Street Metra
Station, the Downers Grove Public Library and the surrounding local shops and restaurants. This proposed
development will bring additional residential units to the downtown and more patrons to the downtown
businesses. The Residential Areas Plan also calls for a diversity of housing types, sizes and prices to cater
to the growing demographics such as young households and empty nesters. This proposal provides new
apartment units in the downtown that is looking to attract both millennials and empty nesters to the site.
The proposed project is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan.
COMPLIANCE WITH ZONING ORDINANCE
The property is zoned DB, Downtown Business. The bulk requirements of the proposed development in
the DB zoning district are summarized in the following table:

5100 Forest Avenue
Lot area per dwelling unit
North Setback (Side Yard)
East Setback (Street Yard)
South Setback (Street Yard)
West Setback (Rear Yard)
Build-to Zone (BTZ)
Minimum / Maximum
Minimum % of building in
BTZ (Forest Avenue)
Minimum % of building in
BTZ (Gilbert Avenue)
Corner Build-To Zone
Floor Area Ratio
Building Height
Parking Spaces

Zoning Requirements
Required
800 sq ft (min)
0 ft
0 ft
0 ft
0 ft

Proposed
540.9 sq ft*
14.96 - 23.83 ft
5.44 -12 ft
6.41 - 14 ft
10.31 - 10.41 ft

0 / 10 ft

10 ft

80%

89%

30%
100%
n/a
32 ft (min) / 70 ft (max)
125

59%
68%*
2.35
61.6 ft
102*
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Building Coverage
n/a
Off-Street Loading Zoning
1 space
*Indicates a deviation from the Zoning Ordinance requirement.

Page 5

80%
0*

The proposed residential development is compliant with the vast majority of the bulk regulations in the
DB zoning district. However, the applicant is applying for a Planned Unit Development in order to
deviate from the following Zoning Ordinance regulations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A deviation from Zoning Ordinance Section 4.010 – minimum lot area per dwelling unit
A deviation from Zoning Ordinance Section 7.030 – minimum motor vehicle parking
A deviation from Zoning Ordinance Section 7.7.140 – off-street loading
A deviation from Zoning Ordinance Section 14.110.C. – corner lot build-to zone requirement

In order for the applicant to apply for a Planned Unit Development, the applicant’s proposal must meet one
or more objectives identified in Zoning Ordinance Section 4.030.A.2. These objectives work to balance
the needs of the applicant and the additional public benefits gained from permitting the Planned Unit
Development. The added density, reduction of parking, elimination of the required off-street loading space
and the deviation from the corner build-to zone requirement will result in several public benefits that meets
the following identified Planned Unit Development Objectives:
�
�
�
�
�

Implementation of and consistency with the comprehensive plan and other relevant plans and
policies
Efficient and economical provision of public facilities and services
Variety in housing types and sizes to accommodate households of all ages, sizes, incomes and
lifestyle choices
Compact, mixed-use development patterns where residential, commercial, civic and open spaces
are located in close proximity to one another
A coordinated transportation system that includes an inter-connected hierarchy of facilities for
motorized and non-motorized travel

The proposed development meets the provisions of a Planned Unit Development as, according to the
applicant, the additional density allows both private and public amenities to be added to the site that would
not be found in other similar properties. The required parking deviation is offset by close proximity to the
train and bus services, the off-street loading space is countered by two on-street drop-off/loading zones,
one off of Gilbert Avenue and the other off of Forest Avenue. Also, the petitioner is requesting a deviation
from the build-to zone requirement for the first 25’ at the corner in order to allow for more intersection
visibility. Even though the southeast corner of the building does not ‘hold the corner’ as required in the
Zoning Ordinance, the applicant has proposed an alternative design that equally emphasizes this portion of
the building. The proposed curved wall provides visual appeal, high quality architecture and enhanced
intersection visibility for all pedestrians, motorists and bicyclists. In essence, all of the deviation requests
have resulted in another enhancement to the project or a public amenity being offered.
The applicant’s project narrative also explains how the added density and reduction of off-street parking
spaces add to the existing transit-oriented environment. To further enhance the existing transportation
network, the applicant has proposed to connect Metra Commuter Lot D and Forest Avenue via sidewalk
along the north property line as a public amenity. Additionally, the applicant will provide indoor bicycle
parking that can accommodate dozens of bikes in order to increase access to alternative transportation.
While the applicant is requesting a deviation from the required amount of parking, the subject property is
strategically located next to several public parking lots and on-street parking spaces that can temporarily
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accommodate guests. Moreover, the Village contains an established parking lot system where overnight
guests can park their vehicles in designated spaces for a nominal fee. There is capacity to accommodate
future guests generated by this proposed project.
In addition to the required parking deviation, the applicant is proposing 22 of the 102 enclosed parking
spaces as compact vehicle parking only. Per Section 12.7.100.B of the Zoning Ordinance, compact spaces
may be provided as long as the parking activity is projected at medium to low turnover conditions as defined
by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) and that the typical space will be occupied by no more
than one or two different vehicles during the day. The petitioner has provided documentation that the
spaces are in fact low turnover because the garage is restricted to residents of the property and each space
will be assigned to a specific building occupant at all times. Due to the assignment of parking spaces, each
parking space will only be used by the same resident on a daily basis. The compact spaces meet the
standards for inclusion per Section 12.7.100.B.
Since the subject property is located in the DB zoning district, the proposal is required to meet the BuildTo Zone requirements. The BTZ specifies that 80% of the façade facing the primary street facing building
façade, which is Forest Avenue and the east elevation, must be located within 10 feet of the public rightof-way. As shown in the table above, 89% of the elevation façade is located with 0 to 10 feet of the property
line. Since this property is a corner lot, the BTZ requires the secondary street façade, along Gilbert Avenue
with the south elevation, contain at least 30% of the façade within the 0 to 10 foot setback. The proposed
design results in 59% of the south façade within the 0 to 10 foot setback. The Zoning Ordinance also
requires a 32 foot minimum building height requirement while the 70 foot maximum height remains for
new buildings in the DB zoning district. The 61.6-foot proposed height falls within the required building
height range.
With all the above analysis considered, the applicant’s proposal is consistent with the Village’s Zoning
Ordinance.
COMPLIANCE WITH DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES
The Downtown Design Guidelines provide guidance for building design which will assist in creating a
vibrant downtown. The guidelines divide the building’s design into three sections, the base, middle and
top. The base should include windows along the street, use of high quality building materials, provide
visual interest, create outdoor spaces to create active streets, and establish a horizontal expression to
reinforce the pedestrian friendly space. The proposed building meets these requirements. The proposed
materials are high quality materials which will include brick, fiber cement board and accent metal framing.
The proposed planters and sidewalk extensions provide for an area for active streets. The window and open
deck layouts create visual interest along the base of the building. The building itself is broken up into
vertical expressions with the primary entrance module extending from the ground to the top of the parapet
to create a terminating vista as desired in the Comprehensive Plan.
The middle of the building should include windows in rhythm with the base level, reflect proportionate
shapes and patterns and should be visually appealing through detailing, openings and materials. The middle
of the proposed building meets these guidelines. The windows and decks are in rhythm with the base level
and provide proportionate shapes. The use of brick and fiber cement panels create vertical shapes and
patterns that are visually appealing.
The guidelines note the top of the building should be an expression of form as the building meets the sky.
Additionally, the roof should give distinction to the entire building. The proposed cornice height varies
based on the vertical expression that it is attached to. The varying heights provide a distinct feature of the
building.
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The proposed development meets the intent of the Downtown Design Guidelines.
COMPLIANCE WITH THE SUBDIVISION CONTROL ORDINANCE
Currently, the subject property is made up of two lots of record. The petitioner will be required to complete
an administrative lot consolidation to consolidate both parcels into a single lot if the proposed Special Use
and Planned Unit Development is approved. As part of the consolidation, the petitioner will provide a
seven-foot wide pedestrian easement along the north property line for the proposed sidewalk connection to
Lot D located to the west of the subject site. A 10-foot wide public utility easement already exists along
the west property line. Additionally, a sidewalk easement will be provided along the east and south side of
the building for the proposed plaza and sidewalk areas.
The Village recently removed three parkway trees from the north side of Gilbert Avenue as part of its
Emerald Ash Bore tree removal program. The Village will replant two trees along Gilbert Avenue around
the proposed flex parking / loading area. The petitioner will be required to pay a $500 fee in-lieu for a
parkway tree prior to issuance of a building permit.
The Subdivision Ordinance establishes the schedule of School and Park District donations to offset the
impact of new residential units. The proposed development will include 89 apartments (58 one bedroom
units and 31 two bedroom units). Based upon the number of units and the number of bedrooms, the total
donation is $543,814.40 ($483,491.20 to the Park District, $43,444.54 to Elementary School District 58,
and $16,878.66 to High School District 99). Payment of these donations must be made to the Village prior
to the issuance of any site development or building permits.
ENGINEERING/PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS
Based on the existing impervious area on the site and the proposed impervious area, stormwater detention
is not required for the proposed development. However, Volume Control Best Management Practices
(VCBMPs) and Post Construction Best Management Practices (PCBMPs) are required. A mechanical
water quality unit will be provided between the detention basin and the connection to the Village’s
stormsewer.
Water and sanitary sewer connections will be connected to mains within the Gilbert Avenue right-of-way.
Public sidewalks are currently provided along both Forest and Gilbert Avenues. The proposed plaza areas
will extend the width of the sidewalk along both streets as well. The petitioner is proposing to construct a
sidewalk along the north property line to connect Forest Avenue to Commuter Parking Lot D to the west.
The sidewalk will be placed within an easement to ensure commuters have access between Lot D and Forest
Avenue. The applicant shall also improve the Forest Avenue right-of-way with a cross walk to further
connect the new sidewalk along the north property line to the Main Street Metra Station.
The petitioner is proposing a drop-off area within the Forest Avenue right-of-way immediately in front of
the main entrance to the building. This drop-off zone is available for deliveries and other short-term dropoffs. No extended parking will be allowed within the drop-off area. The petitioner is proposing a flex
parking / loading zone within the Gilbert Avenue right-of-way. This area will be available to visitors, a
potential car-sharing program and for delivery or moving vehicles. Note, at this time, the applicant will not
be providing shared vehicles on the Gilbert Avenue drop off area; however, the applicant is continuing to
explore car sharing opportunities.
TRAFFIC
A traffic and parking impact study for the proposed development was completed by the petitioner. Based
on the developments location and transit-oriented development style, the study projected 464 site-generated
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trips based on the proposed 89-unit residential development per day. The trips generated from the proposed
apartment building will be less than the 560 site-generated trips that could be expected if the drive-through
bank were re-established on the site. The proposed development will generate less traffic than the previous
use.
The study examined the intersections of Burlington and Forest Avenues, Forest and Gilbert Avenues and
the existing site access and the Lot D access drive along Gilbert Avenue. The study found that all the
intersections are currently operating at acceptable levels. The proposed development will have a limited
impact on the operations of these three intersections. Using both the proposed residential development
traffic and traffic volume projections from the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning (CMAP), the
study concluded that the intersections will continue to operate at an acceptable level in the future.
The study also observed the queue along Forest Avenue due to the closure of railroad gates along the BNSF
railroad. The study found that the queue on Forest Avenue quickly dissipated after the gates were raised.
Minimal back-ups were observed on Gilbert Avenue during the closure of the railroad gates. It is not
anticipated that the proposed development would significantly alter these queues.
The study also examined the proposed parking levels and found them to be consistent with the transitoriented nature of the development and the auto ownership trend of rental units in downtown areas
throughout the country. While the Village requires 1.4 parking spaces per unit (125 total spaces) in the
Downtown Business District, the petitioner is proposing 1.15 parking spaces per unit (102 total spaces).
According to the most recently available census data and an analysis by the Center for Transit-Oriented
Development, auto ownership of rental units within ¼ mile of a train station is 1.05 vehicles per unit.
Several empirical studies found downtown parking rates between 0.95 to 1.05 spaces per dwelling unit
while the Institute of Transportation Engineers note a peak period parking demand of 1.2 vehicles per
apartment unit.
Staff concurs with the findings of the traffic and parking study and finds that the proposed development
provides adequate parking and will not negatively impact adjacent traffic patterns.
PUBLIC SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
The Fire Prevention Division has reviewed the proposed plans and will require the building include a fire
alarm and sprinkler system that meet the Village’s code requirements. A fire department connection is also
required along the Gilbert Avenue façade. The existing fire hydrant located on the north side of Gilbert
Avenue will be relocated to the west side of the parking garage entry to accommodate the flex parking/
loading zone. The hydrant will be within 100 feet of the fire department connection.
The Fire Prevention Division has also determined that the proposed development provides sufficient access
for emergency vehicles. The drop-off zone along Forest Avenue and the flex parking/loading zone are
sufficient for ambulance parking. Any larger equipment that is called to the site can stage along both Forest
and Gilbert Avenues and if need be, could also stage within the entry driveway to Commuter Lot D to the
west.
NEIGHBORHOOD COMMENT
Notice was provided to all property owners 250 feet or less from the property in addition to posting public
hearing notice signs and publishing the legal notice in the Downers Grove Suburban Life. There have been
no public comments received by Staff.
As required by the Zoning Ordinance, the petitioner held a neighborhood meeting on June 17, 2015. Visitor
parking was a concern that was brought up during the meeting. Accommodations for visitor parking are
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discussed on page 6 of this Staff Report. A summary of the meeting is attached.
FINDINGS OF FACT
The petitioner is requesting a Planned Unit Development and a Special Use to construct an 89 unit
apartment building with several amenities. Staff finds that the proposal meets the standards for granting a
Planned Unit Development and a Special Use as outlined below:
Section 28.12.040.C.6 Review and Approval Criteria
The decision to amend the zoning map to approve a PUD development plan and to establish a PUD overlay
district are matters of legislative discretion that are not controlled by any single standard. In making
recommendations and decisions regarding approval of planned unit developments, review and decision making bodies must consider at least the following factors:
a. The zoning map amendment review and approval criteria of Sec. 12.030.I.
See the analysis of rezoning review and approval criteria below. This standard has been met.
b. Whether the proposed PUD development plan and map amendment would be consistent with the
comprehensive plan and any other adopted plans for the subject area.
The proposed project is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan. The Plan identifies this area as
Catalyst Site #8. This property is prime for redevelopment as the Comprehensive Plan recommends
replacing the former auto-oriented with a pedestrian friendly, transit-oriented development. The
proposed development takes advantage of the close proximity to the Metra Train Station and other
downtown activity centers. This design orients the building toward both streets and advances many
other goals and objectives found in the Comprehensive Plan. The proposed design meets the
requirements laid out in the Downtown Design Guidelines by providing visually appealing
architecture, utilizing high quality building materials and creating a terminating vista at the Tintersection of Burlington and Forest Avenues. The subject property has been vacant for a number
of years and the proposed redevelopment of the property will enhance the Downtown Business zoning
district. This standard has been met.
c. Whether PUD development plan complies with the PUD overlay district provisions of Sec. 4.030.
The proposed project meets several of the PUD overlay district provisions and objectives as found in
Section 4.030 of the Zoning Ordinance. One of the objectives of a PUD is to provide a variety of
housing that meets the needs of a variety of demographics. The applicant is proposing a project that
appeals to both the young professional and the aging in place population with a variety of unit types.
This project will advance the objective to enhance the existing transportation system with an interconnected hierarchy of facilities for both motorized and non-motorized travel by providing off-street
bicycle parking, installing a public sidewalk to allow Commuter Lot D users to easily connect to the
Main Street Metra Station. Additionally, this project meets another objective of constructing a highquality building that contains lush vegetation and that respects the scale and massing of the
neighboring properties. The proposed design contains a variety of architectural features that respects
the DB zoning district and will contain an extensive series of landscape beds that transition the
building facades into the existing topography. This standard has been met.
d. Whether the proposed development will result in public benefits that are greater than or at least
equal to those that would have resulted from development under conventional zoning regulations.
The proposed development will result in a redevelopment of a currently vacant and underutilized
commercial property with several improvements that will directly benefit the public. These
improvements include: the installation of a sidewalk through the subject property that connects
Commuter Lot D to Forest Avenue, providing several public plaza areas with outside seating,
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constructing a building with high quality architecture that reinvigorates this portion of the DB zoning
district and providing the future residents of Downers Grove with a variety of apartment housing
types. The Comprehensive Plan identified this property as Catalyst Site #8 which, if redeveloped,
could provide several public benefits and further the vision created by the community. The petitioner
is providing numerous public benefits that would not be possible under the conventional zoning
regulation. There are four deviations being requested; however, there are more than four benefits that
will be provided to the public if the development is constructed. This standard has been met.
e. Whether appropriate terms and conditions have been imposed on the approval to protect the
interests of surrounding property owners and residents, existing and future residents of the PUD
and the general public.
There are several requirements that the applicant will have to accomplish in order to both construct
the proposed project and protect the interests of the surrounding property owners, residents, future
residents and the general public. The conditions below are being requested to ensure that the proposed
development satisfies all applicable codes and requirements as well as ensure that the development
continues to provide benefits to the public after the building is occupied. The impact of the project
will result in numerous improvements to the immediate area including providing various plazas and
making connections to existing land uses that have historically been disconnected. This project will
advance many goals and objective laid out in several adopted documents and the conditions below
will ensure that those goals and objectives are advanced. This standard has been met.
Section 12.030.I. Zoning Map Amendment Review and Approval Criteria
The decision to amend the zoning map is a matter of legislative discretion that is not controlled by any
single standard. In making recommendations and decisions about zoning map amendments, review and
decision-making bodies must consider at least the following factors:
1. The existing use and zoning of nearby property.
The existing use of the subject is currently a vacant commercial building, but the applicant is
proposing a multi-family residential structure in the DB, Downtown Business zoning district. The
surrounding properties consist a variety of uses including, single family attached, civic/institutional
uses, commercial and multi-family residential. The current zoning of the development is DB,
Downtown Business. All adjacent properties are also zoned DB except for the abutting property
to the west. The proposed use and development is appropriate as compared to the surrounding
zoning and uses. This standard has been met.
2. The extent to which the particular zoning restrictions affect property values.
The PUD overlay and the proposed project will protect the character and integrity of adjacent
properties by requiring subsequent approvals for major changes, which will assist in maintaining
property values. Also, the subject property currently contains a vacant commercial property that
has no benefit to the neighboring property values. The proposed project will improve the property
with a modern, high quality building which, in turn, should raise property values. This project will
include PUD overlay restrictions which will not negatively affect property values but should protect
property values. This standard has been met.
3. The extent to which any diminution in property value is offset by an increase in the public health,
safety and welfare.
The proposed rezoning will not impact property values or the public health, safety and welfare of
the community or neighborhood. The property is currently vacant and is not providing any benefit
to the neighboring property values or the public health, safety and welfare. The applicant is
proposing numerous improvements, features and public amenities to increase the public health,
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safety and welfare to reduce any inclination of reducing neighboring property values. This standard
has been met.
4. The suitability of the subject property for the zoned purposes.
Currently, the property is zoned DB, Downtown Business and the proposed use of a multi-family
residential structure is an allowable Special Use in the Db district. Additionally, the proposed PUD
overlay will enhance the suitability of the proposed use for the subject property. The DB district
is intended to maintain and promote a vibrant and compact district that supports living, shopping,
dining civic and entertainment uses. The subject property is suited for the development of multifamily residential which will help promote a vibrant downtown. This standard has been met.
5. The length of time that the subject property has been vacant as zoned, considering the context of
land development in the vicinity.
The property has been vacant for a number of years. The rezoning of the property for the PUD
overlay will enhance the subject site, provide numerous benefits to the public and allow for zoning
flexibility to be offered in order for several property enhancements to take place. This standard has
been met.
6. The value to the community of the proposed use.
The redevelopment of this specific property has been an established community goal as cited in the
Comprehensive Plan. Specifically this site is identified as Catalyst Site #8 which identifies this
property as one of the prime redevelopment opportunities within the Village and downtown.
Rezoning the property for the PUD overlay will permit the applicant to create a product that will
advance several other goals and objectives identified in the Comprehensive Plan as well as provide
public benefits that do not currently exist. This standard has been met.
7. The comprehensive plan.
The proposed PUD overlay and the proposed project are consistent with the Comprehensive Plan.
This standard has been met.

Section 28.12.050.H Approval Criteria
No special use may be recommended for approval or approved unless the respective review or decision-making
body determines that the proposed special use is constituent with and in substantial compliance with all Village
Council policies and plans and that the applicant has presented evidence to support each of the following
conclusions:
1. That the proposed use is expressly authorized as a Special Use in the district in which it is to be located;
The property is located in the DB, Downtown Business zoning district. Under Section 5.010 of the Zoning
Ordinance, apartment residential is listed as an allowable Special Use in the DB zoning district. This
standard has been met.
2. That the proposed use at the proposed location is necessary or desirable to provide a service or a facility
that is in the interest of public convenience and will contribute to the general welfare of the neighborhood
or community.
The proposed redevelopment of this site into an 89 unit apartment development is desirable within the
downtown and will contribute to the general welfare of the community. The proposed development will
meet various Comprehensive Plan goals to provide a diversity of housing types, sizes and prices while
providing multi-family development near the downtown which is an activity center. The close proximity
of this site to the Main Street Metra train station provides additional housing options that are consistent
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with a transit-oriented development approach and will generate less traffic as compared to the former drivethrough bank. This standard has been met.
Additionally, the project site is identified as a catalyst site in the Comprehensive Plan. This catalyst site is
a prime property for redevelopments which can further the vision created in the Comprehensive Plan.
As desired in the Comprehensive Plan, the proposal creates a pedestrian-oriented development, is
sensitive to nearby residential areas, and fronts on Forest Avenue and thus provides a terminating vista
on Burlington Avenue. This standard has been met.
3. That the proposed use will not, in the particular case, be detrimental to the health, safety or general welfare
of persons residing or working in the vicinity or be injurious to property values or improvements in the
vicinity.
The proposed residential development will not be detrimental to the health, safety or general welfare of
persons residing in or working in the vicinity and will not be injurious to property values or improvements
in the vicinity. The proposed development will convert a vacant auto-oriented commercial property into a
multi-family housing development that will contribute to the ongoing enhancement of the downtown. The
development will increase the overall value of the downtown based on an increase in the subject properties
value and by bringing additional residents to the downtown to support local businesses. The proposed
development will assist in maintaining and enhancing the already active downtown. Property values will
not be negatively impacted as the conversion of a vacant commercial property into a vibrant occupied
property may in fact increase property values in the area. This standard is met.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The proposed Special Use and Planned Unit Development for a 89 unit apartment building at 5100 Forest
Avenue is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan, the Zoning Ordinance and surrounding zoning and land
use classifications. Based on the findings listed above, staff recommends the Plan Commission recommend
the Village Council approve the requested Planned Unit Development and Special Use as requested in case
15-PLC-0019 subject to the following conditions:
1. The PUD and Special Use shall substantially conform to the staff report; architectural and
landscape drawings prepared by BSB Design dated May 19, 2015 and last revised on June 22, 2015
and engineering drawings prepared by C.M. Lavoie dated April 28, 2015 and last revised on June
18, 2015, except as such plans may be modified to conform to the Village codes and ordinances.
2. Prior to issuing any site development or building permits, the petitioner shall make park and school
donations in the amount of $543,814.40 ($483,491.20 to the Park District, $43,444.54 to
Elementary School District 58, and $16,878.66 to High School District 99).
3. Prior to issuing any site development or building permits, the petitioner shall pay a $500 fee in lieu
payment for one new parkway tree.
4. The building shall be equipped with an automatic suppression system and an automatic and manual
fire alarm system.
5. The existing fire hydrant along Gilbert Avenue shall be relocated within the Gilbert Avenue rightof-way in a manner that is no more than 100 feet from the fire department connection.
6. The petitioner shall submit a photometric plan which identifies light levels that are compliant with
the Village’s lighting standards.
7. The proposed loading zone off of Forest Avenue shall be improved with a depressed curb and an
alternate paving material to clearly distinguish it from Forest Avenue.
8. Pedestrian scale lighting shall be added to the sidewalk along the north property line as well as all
plaza spaces along Forest Avenue.
9. The sidewalk that intersects with the garage entrance shall be improved with a different paving
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

material so as to distinguish this area for pedestrians and motorists.
An Encroachment License shall be entered into between the applicant and the Village for any
proposed improvements within the Village right-of-way.
The applicant shall construct the sidewalk and ADA compliant ramp to connect Commuter Lot D
to Forest Avenue.
The sidewalk easement that runs along the north property line shall be increased from five feet to
seven feet.
The applicant shall improve Forest Avenue right-of-way with a crosswalk that meets the Village
Engineering Standards.
The applicant shall maintain all sidewalks and plaza areas that are on and immediately adjacent to
the subject property.
The applicant shall administratively consolidate the two lots into one lot of record prior to issuing
a building permit.

Staff Report Approved By:

___________________________

Stanley J. Popovich, AICP
Planning Manager
SP; pa
-att
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1.
Introduction
This report summarizes the results of a traffic impact study conducted by Kenig, Lindgren,
O’Hara, Aboona, Inc. (KLOA, Inc.) for a proposed apartment development to be located in
Downers Grove, Illinois. The site, which is currently occupied by a vacant drive-through bank, is
located in the northwest corner of the intersection of Forest Avenue with Gilbert Avenue.
As proposed, the development is to consist of an apartment building with 89 units and a total
of 102 off-street parking spaces. Access to the development is proposed on Gilbert Avenue
approximately 180 feet west of Forest Avenue.
Figure 1 shows the location of the site in relation to the area roadway system. Figure 2 shows
an aerial view of the site area.
The purpose of this study was to examine background traffic conditions, assess the impact that
the proposed development will have on traffic conditions in the area and determine if
any roadway or access improvements are necessary to accommodate traffic generated by the
proposed development.
The sections of this memorandum present the following:









Existing roadway conditions
A description of the proposed development
Directional distribution of the development traffic
Vehicle trip generation for the development
Future traffic conditions including access to the site
Traffic analyses for the weekday morning and the weekday evening peak hours
Recommendations with respect to adequacy of the site access system and adjacent
roadway
Adequacy of the parking supply
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SITE

Site Location
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Figure 1
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SITE

Aerial View of Site Location
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Figure 2
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2.
Existing Conditions
Transportation conditions in the site area were inventoried to obtain a database for projecting
future conditions. Four general components of existing conditions were considered:
(1) the geographical location of the site, (2) the characteristics of the roadways and traffic control
devices in the site area, (3) the alternative modes of transportation serving the area and (4) the
traffic volumes on the roadways.
Site Location
The development site is located in the northwest quadrant of the intersection of Forest Avenue
with Gilbert Avenue and is currently occupied by a vacant bank with drive-through lanes.
The site is bounded by the Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) railroad tracks on the north,
Forest Avenue on the east, Gilbert Avenue on the south and the Immanuel Senior Housing
building on the west. In addition, the Downers Grove Lot D is also located west of the site.
Furthermore, the site is located within downtown Downers Grove and is approximately 550 feet
west of the Downers Grove Metra Station. The Downers Grove Public Library is located in the
southeast corner of the intersection of Forest Avenue and Gilbert Avenue.
Existing Roadway System Characteristics
The following is a description of the area roadways which are illustrated in Figure 3.
Forest Avenue is a north-south roadway that provides one lane in each direction.
At its unsignalized intersection with Gilbert Avenue, Forest Avenue provides a shared
left/through lane and an exclusive right-turn lane on its southbound approach and a shared
left/through/right-turn lane on its northbound approach. Three hour (6:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.)
on-street parking is allowed on both sides of the road south of Gilbert Avenue and on the east
side of the road north of Gilbert Avenue. An at-grade crossing for the BNSF railroad tracks is
located approximately 320 feet north of Gilbert Avenue. Forest Avenue is under the jurisdiction
of the Village of Downers Grove and has a posted speed limit of 20 miles per hour.
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Gilbert Avenue is an east-west roadway that provides one lane in each direction.
At its unsignalized intersection with Forest Avenue, Gilbert Avenue is under stop sign control
and provides a shared left/through/right-turn lane. Gilbert Avenue is aligned opposite the access
drive to the Downers Grove Public Library. This access drive is under stop sign control and
provides a shared left/through/right-turn lane. No exclusive turn lanes are provided on Gilbert
Avenue at its unsignalized intersections with Lot D access drive and the Immanuel Senior
Housing access drive. On-street parking is prohibited on the south side of Gilbert Avenue.
Three hour (6:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.) on-street parking is allowed on the north side of Gilbert
Avenue just west of the site. Gilbert Avenue is a designated bike route, has a posted speed limit
of 25 mph and is under the jurisdiction of the Village of Downers Grove.
Burlington Avenue is a one-way westbound road that extends from Washington Street to its
terminus at Forest Avenue. Burlington Avenue is under stop sign control at its intersection with
Forest Avenue and provides an exclusive left-turn lane and an exclusive right-turn lane.
On-street parking is allowed on the south side of the road. Burlington Avenue has no posted
speed limit and is under the jurisdiction of the Village of Downers Grove.
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Public Transportation
The area is served via the BNSF Metra rail line with the Downers Grove Station located
approximately 550 feet east of the site. The BNSF line runs from Aurora to Chicago, Illinois and
carries a total (inbound and outbound) of 94 passenger trains daily on weekdays, 28 on
Saturdays, and 18 on Sundays. Furthermore, the site is located within close proximity to the
following bus routes:


Pace Suburban Bus Route 834 – This route provides weekday and Saturday service from
the Joliet central business district and Metra Station to Finley/Branding. It serves Lewis
University, Good Samaritan Hospital, Romeoville, Lockport, Bolingbrook, Will County
Courthouse, Yorktown Shopping Center and Downers Grove.



Pace Suburban Bus Route 462 – This route provides weekday rush hour service from
southwest Downers Grove and the Downers Grove Metra Station (BNSF Line).



Pace Suburban Bus Route 463 – This route provides weekday rush hour service from
southeast Downers Grove and the Downers Grove Metra Station (BNSF Line).
This route provides service to Fairview Plaza Park-n-Ride, Downers Park Plaza, Green
Knolls Shopping Center and Jewel.

These bus routes will provide an alternate mode of transportation to future residents of the site.
Figure 3A shows the location of the bus stops closest to the site.
Existing Traffic Volumes
Manual turning movement vehicle, pedestrian and bicycle traffic counts were conducted on
Thursday, March 12, 2015 during the weekday morning (7:00 A.M. to 9:00 A.M.) and evening
(4:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M) peak periods at the following intersections:





Forest Avenue with Gilbert Avenue
Forest Avenue with Burlington Avenue
Gilbert Avenue with Lot D Access Drive
Gilbert Avenue with Immanuel Residences access drive

From the manual turning movement count data, it was determined that the weekday morning
peak hour generally occurs between 7:30 A.M. and 8:30 A.M. and the weekday evening peak
hour generally occurs between 5:00 P.M. and 6:00 P.M. These two respective peak hours will be
used for the traffic capacity analyses and are presented later in this report. The existing peak hour
vehicle traffic volumes are shown in Figure 4.
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Area Traffic Observations
Traffic flow in the area was observed during the peak periods, particularly the operation of the
at-grade railroad crossing on Forest Avenue. Below is a summary of these observations.


The railroad gates were lowered for crossing trains 14 times during the morning peak
hour for an average downtime of approximately 55 seconds per crossing and 13 times
during the evening peak hour for an average downtime of approximately 68 seconds per
crossing.



Morning peak period:





o

Only twice during the morning peak period back-ups were observed to extend
beyond Gilbert Avenue. These back-ups occurred at 7:40 A.M. and 7:46 A.M.
and lasted for approximately one minute.

o

Once the railroad gates were raised after a train crossing, queues dissipated very
quickly and traffic operations returned to normal.

Evening peak period:
o

Three times during the evening peak period back-ups were observed to extend
beyond Gilbert Avenue. These back-ups occurred at 4:25 P.M., 5:11 P.M. and
5:53 P.M. and lasted for approximately two minutes.

o

Once the railroad gates were raised after a train crossing, queues dissipated very
quickly and traffic operations returned to normal.

Backups on Gilbert Avenue as a result of the backups on Forest Avenue were typically
minimal, occasionally extending one to two vehicles on the eastbound approach with no
significant back-ups observed on the westbound approach.
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3.
Traffic Characteristics of the Apartment Development
In order to properly evaluate future traffic conditions in the surrounding area, it was necessary
to determine the traffic characteristics of the proposed development, including the directional
distribution and volumes of traffic that it will generate.
Proposed Site and Development Plan
The development site is located in the northwest quadrant of the intersection of Forest Avenue
with Gilbert Avenue and is currently occupied by a vacant bank with drive-through lanes.
As proposed, the site will be redeveloped with an apartment building that will provide 89
apartment units (58 one-bedroom units and 31 two-bedroom units) and underground parking for
102 vehicles. In addition, three car sharing on-street parallel parking spaces will be provided on
the north side of Gilbert Avenue along the site’s frontage.
Development Access
Access to the underground parking will be provided via Gilbert Avenue 180 feet west of Forest
Avenue at approximately the same location of the existing bank drive-through lane exit drive.
This access drive will provide one inbound lane and one outbound lane with outbound
movements under stop sign control.
A recessed drop-off/pick-up area is proposed to be provided on Forest Avenue opposite
Burlington Avenue. The provision of a recessed drop-off area will allow vehicles stopping to
drop-off or pick-up residents to do so without blocking through traffic on Forest Avenue.
Directional Distribution
The directional distribution of how traffic will approach and depart the site was estimated based
on a combination of existing travel patterns and the orientation and physical restrictions of the
surrounding roadway system. The estimated directional distribution for the proposed
development was established and is illustrated in Figure 5.
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Peak Hour Traffic Volumes
The peak hour traffic volumes that will be generated by the proposed apartment development
were estimated based on trip generation rates provided in the Institute of Transportation
Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation Manual, 9th Edition. However, the trip rates assume that the
primary mode of transportation is the automobile. The location of the site within downtown
Downers Grove and its proximity to the train station and the Pace Bus Routes will result in less
dependence on automobile use. Based on Census data compiled by the Center for Transit
Oriented Development of residents of Downers Grove located within one-quarter of a mile from
the train station, approximately 30 percent of the residents within this area use other means of
transportation to commute to work.
Table 1 shows the estimated peak hour traffic to be generated by the proposed apartment
development.
Table 1
PROJECTED SITE-GENERATED TRAFFIC VOLUMES
Weekday Morning
ITE
Peak Hour
Land-Use
Lane-Use
Size
In
Out Total
Code
220

Apartments

Weekday Evening
Peak Hour
In
Out Total

Daily
Two-Way

89 Units

9

38

47

43

23

66

662

30 percent reduction1

-3

-11

-14

-13

-7

-20

-198

Total

6

27

33

30

16

46

464

1

Trip generation reduced by 30 percent to account for proximity to train station and other alternate transportation
modes

For comparison purposes, KLOA, Inc. estimated the number of trips the previous land use
(drive-through bank) was potentially generating and compared it to the trip generation of the
proposed land use. Table 2 shows the trip generation comparison.
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Table 2
TRIP GENERATION COMPARISON
Weekday Morning
ITE
Peak Hour
Land-Use
Lane-Use
Size
In
Out Total
Code
220

912

Apartments

Weekday Evening
Peak Hour
In
Out Total

Daily
Two-Way

89 Units

9

38

47

43

23

66

662

30 percent reduction1

-3

-11

-14

-13

-7

-20

-198

Total

6

27

33

30

16

46

464

4 lanes

22

15

37

65

68

133

560

-16

+12

-4

-35

-52

-87

-96

DriveThrough
Bank
Difference

As can be seen, the proposed land use will generate approximately the same number of total trips
(in/out) during the morning peak hour and approximately 87 less total (in/out) trips during the
evening peak hour.
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4.
Projected Traffic Conditions
The total projected traffic volumes include the existing traffic volumes, increase in background
traffic due to growth and the traffic estimated to be generated by the proposed subject
development.
Development Traffic Assignment
The peak hour traffic volumes projected to be generated by the proposed development (Table 5)
were assigned to the area roadways based on the directional distribution analysis (Figure 5).
Figure 6 shows the assignment of the development-generated traffic volumes.
Background Traffic Conditions
In order to account for background growth the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning
(CMAP) Year 2040 population and employment forecast was used to determine that the existing
traffic volumes are to be increased by 1.2 percent per year for five years (a total of six percent)
to reflect Year 2020 traffic conditions.
Total Projected Traffic Volumes
Total projected traffic volumes include the existing traffic volumes increased by six percent and
the traffic estimated to be generated by the proposed subject development (refer to Figure 6).
Figure 7 shows the Year 2020 total projected traffic volumes.
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5.
Traffic Analysis and Recommendations
Traffic analyses were performed for the study area intersections and the access drive to
determine the operation of the existing roadway system, evaluate the impact of the proposed
facility and determine the ability of the roadway system to accommodate projected traffic
demands. Analyses were performed for the weekday morning and evening peak hours for the
existing and future (Year 2020) traffic volumes.
The traffic analyses were performed using the Synchro/SimTraffic 9 computer software.
The ability of an intersection to accommodate traffic flow is expressed in terms of level of
service, which is assigned a letter grade from A to F based on the average control delay
experienced by vehicles passing through the intersection. Control delay is that portion of the total
delay attributed to the traffic signal or stop sign control operation and includes initial
deceleration delay, queue move-up time, stopped delay and final acceleration delay. Level of
Service A is the highest grade (best traffic flow and least delay), Level of Service E represents
saturated or at-capacity conditions and Level of Service F is the lowest grade (oversaturated
conditions, extensive delays).
For two-way stop controlled (TWSC) intersections, levels of service are only calculated for the
approaches controlled by a stop sign (not for the intersection as a whole). The results of the
capacity analysis for existing and Year 2020 projected traffic volumes are summarized in
Table 3 and Table 4, respectively.
The Highway Capacity Manual definitions for levels of service and the corresponding control
delay for unsignalized intersections and the capacity analysis summary sheets are provided in the
Appendix.
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Table 3
CAPACITY ANALYSIS RESULTS—EXISTING TRAFFIC VOLUMES
Weekday Morning
Weekday Evening
Peak Hour
Peak Hour
Intersection
LOS
Delay
LOS
Delay
Forest Avenue with Gilbert Avenue and Parking Lot Access Drive


Eastbound Approach

B

14.9

B

13.1



Westbound Approach

B

12.2

B

12.9



Northbound Left

A

0.0

A

0.1



Southbound Left

A

1.1

A

0.5

Forest Avenue with Burlington Avenue


Westbound Left

B

13.1

B

12.6



Westbound Right

B

11.3

A

9.8

Gilbert Avenue with Lot D Access Drive


Southbound Approach

A

8.9

A

9.9



Eastbound Left

A

0.4

A

0.2

Gilbert Avenue with Immanuel Residences Access Drive


Southbound Approach

B

10.1

A

9.8



Eastbound Left

A

0.0

A

0.0

LOS = Level of Service
Delay is measured in seconds.
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Table 4
CAPACITY ANALYSIS RESULTS - PROJECTED YEAR 2020 TRAFFIC VOLUMES
Weekday Morning
Weekday Evening
Peak Hour
Peak Hour
Intersection
LOS
Delay
LOS
Delay
Forest Avenue with Gilbert Avenue and Parking Lot Access Drive


Eastbound Approach

C

16.4

B

14.2



Westbound Approach

B

12.6

B

13.7



Northbound Left

A

0.1

A

0.6



Southbound Left

A

1.0

A

0.5

Forest Avenue with Burlington Avenue


Westbound Left

B

13.7

B

13.2



Westbound Right

B

11.8

A

10.0

Gilbert Avenue with Lot D Access Drive


Southbound Approach

A

8.9

B

10.0



Eastbound Left

A

0.4

A

0.2

Gilbert Avenue with Immanuel Residences Access Drive


Southbound Approach

B

10.2

A

9.9



Eastbound Left

A

0.0

A

0.0

Gilbert Avenue with Proposed Access Drive


Southbound Approach

B

10.1

B

10.8



Eastbound Left

A

0.1

A

0.6

LOS = Level of Service
Delay is measured in seconds.
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Discussion and Recommendations
Forest Avenue with Gilbert Avenue and Parking Lot Access Drive
The results of the capacity analysis indicate that the eastbound and westbound approaches at this
intersection currently operate at acceptable levels of service during the morning and evening
peak hours and are projected to continue operating at acceptable levels of service with the
addition of ambient growth and development traffic. Inspection of the capacity analyses indicate
that the 95th percentile eastbound queue lengths on Gilbert Avenue are projected to be less than
50 feet during the peak hours and will not extend to or beyond the proposed access drive.
As previously indicated, field observations showed that when the train gates were down on
Forest Avenue, northbound queues extended beyond Gilbert Avenue only twice during the
morning peak hour and three times during the evening peak hour. However, these queues only
lasted for approximately one to two minutes. Furthermore, the queued traffic dissipated very
quickly and traffic conditions returned to normal. Based on the results of the capacity analyses
and the traffic simulations, the proposed development traffic will have a limited impact on the
operations of this intersection and additional roadway or traffic control improvements will not be
necessary.
Forest Avenue with Burlington Avenue
Based on the results of the capacity analysis, this intersection is and will continue operating at
acceptable levels of service with minimal increases in the delay the turning movements from
Burlington Avenue will experience. As such, no additional roadway or traffic control
improvements will be necessary.
Gilbert Avenue with Lot D and Immanuel Residences Access Drives
The results of the capacity analysis indicate each of the access drives at their intersection with
Gilbert Avenue currently operate at the acceptable Level of Service B or better during the
morning and evening peak hour. Under future conditions, the access drives are projected to
continue operating at the acceptable Level of Service B or better during the morning and evening
peak hour with minimal increases in delay. As such, the proposed development traffic will have
limited impact on the operations of these access drives and roadway or traffic control
improvements will not be necessary.
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Gilbert Avenue with Proposed Access Drive
The proposed access drive will provide one inbound lane and one outbound lane with outbound
movements under stop sign control. The results of the capacity analysis indicate that the access
drive is projected to operate at an acceptable Level of Service B during the morning and evening
peak hours. Furthermore, the eastbound left-turn movement onto the access drive is projected to
operate at Level of Service A during the peak hours. It should be noted that although the site’s
access drive will be located within close proximity to the Lot D and the Immanuel Senior
Housing building access drives, it will not present a problem with traffic flow along Gilbert
Avenue given the low volume of traffic experienced on all three access drives and the ample
sight lines available. Furthermore, based on a review of the traffic simulations, traffic flow along
Gilbert Avenue and the adjacent access drives will continue to flow efficiently with minimal
delays and queues. As such, no additional roadway or traffic control improvements will be
necessary.
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Drop-Off/Pick-Up Area Evaluation
As previously mentioned, the development is proposing a drop-off/pick-up area along Forest
Avenue opposite Burlington Avenue. Based on a review of the site plan, the area will
accommodate approximately three vehicles and will be recessed thus allowing vehicles stopping
to drop-off or pick-up residents to do so without blocking through traffic on Forest Avenue.
In order to ensure the drop-off/pick-up area is used properly, consideration should be given
to placing a sign along the drop-off/pick-up area indicating a 15-minute time limit. Based on
KLOA, Inc.’s observations of other apartment buildings throughout the Chicagoland area, the
anticipated circulation in and out of the drop-off/pick-up area is about 15 percent of the inbound
traffic. As such, approximately one and six vehicles are anticipated to use this area during the
morning and evening peak hours, respectively.

Parking Analysis
As proposed, the development is to contain 89 apartments with 102 underground parking spaces
and three on-street parallel carsharing parking spaces. The development is to contain 58
one-bedroom units and 31 two-bedroom units. It is important to note that parking within the
development will not be included as part of the leases for the apartments. An additional monthly
fee will be charged to any tenant that desires to park within the development. In addition,
bike storage will be provided within the development. It should be noted that the underground
parking spaces breakdown will be:




22 compact spaces (8.5 feet wide)
75 regular spaces (9 feet wide)
5 handicapped spaces

Based on a review of the Village of Downers Grove zoning ordinance, the stall dimensions may
be reduced by up to six inches in width given that the proposed parking activity will be low to
moderate turnover. Furthermore, based on a review of the ITE Traffic Engineering Handbook,
6th Edition and The Dimensions of Parking, 5th Edition published by the Urban Land Institute and
the National Parking Association, the recommended minimum width for a low to moderate
turnover parking facility should be 8.5 feet. As such, the proposed compact spaces comply with
the Village of Downers Grove ordinance and is consistent with industry standards.
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Resident Parking
All 102 underground parking spaces will be provided for residents of the development.
In addition, three on-street parallel carsharing parking spaces will be provided on the north side
of Gilbert Avenue along the site’s frontage. In addition and per the Village of Downers Grove
ordinance, residents of the Downtown Business District may park overnight in the designated
area on Level 1 of the parking deck (approximately ¼ mile southeast of the site) with a valid
permit.
Guest Parking
Parking for residential guests is to be provided via the available on-street parking within the area.
If guests need to park overnight on the street they will have to call the Village of Downers Grove
Police to obtain permission. Another option is to obtain an overnight parking permit for Parking
Lot L (approximately ¼ mile east of the site). This permit is limited to a maximum of five nights
per calendar month.
Parking Requirements per Village Code
The Village of Downers Grove parking ordinance requires that the proposed apartment
development located within DB zoning district provide 123 parking spaces (rate of 1.4 spaces
per unit). The development is currently proposing 102 parking spaces and three on-street car
sharing parking spaces (ratio of 1.15 spaces per unit). Based on these requirements,
the development is short of meeting the Village’s off-street parking requirements by 21 spaces.
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Transit Oriented Development Parking Characteristics
It should be noted that given the site’s proximity to public transportation and its location within
the Downers Grove downtown area as well as the mix of land uses surrounding the site, the
proposed land use fits the characteristics of a Transit Oriented Development (TOD). A TOD is,
by definition, a type of development that has mixed-uses integrated within a walkable
neighborhood and located within ¼ mile from public transportation. Typically, a TOD is
characterized by:






A mix of uses
Moderate to high density
Pedestrian orientation/connectivity
Transportation choices
Reduced parking

Parking demand/requirements at a TOD development are much lower than the parking demand
of developments that are not located within close proximity to public transportation. Based on a
2008 report titled Effects of TOD on Housing, Parking and Travel, published by the Federal
Transit Administration (FTA), the Transportation Research Board (TRB) and the Transit
Development Corporation, typically TOD residents are almost twice as likely to not own a car
and own almost half the number of cars of other households.
Census Data Information
Based on a review of the Census 2009 data, as well as on an analysis prepared by the Center for
Transit-Oriented Development in cooperation with the Center for Neighborhood Technology,
the following is a breakdown of the vehicle ownership within close proximity to the Downers
Grove train station and other vehicle ownership characteristics.


Auto ownership of owned homes within ¼ mile of train station = 1.68 vehicles



Auto ownership of rental units within ¼ mile of train station = 1.05 vehicles



Approximately 50.59 percent of areas’ households within ¼ mile of the train station have
one or no vehicle at all
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TOD Surveys
KLOA, Inc. also reviewed previous parking surveys conducted at condominium developments in
Evanston within close proximity to transit stations to determine their parking characteristics.
Based on these surveys the peak parking demand ranged from 0.90 to 1.05 spaces per dwelling
unit with an average peak parking demand of 0.95 parking spaces per unit. KLOA, Inc. also
reviewed a study conducted by the University of California Transportation Center of 31 different
TOD sites in California and Oregon. The surveys indicated that the average peak parking
demand was 1.0 parking space per unit. Therefore, all of this data validates the fact that TOD
developments do have lower parking demands than developments located farther away from
public transportation.
Institute of Transportation Engineers Parking Rates
In addition to the Census data and the TOD surveys, KLOA, Inc. also reviewed the Institute of
Transportation Engineers (ITE) Parking Generation Manual, 4th Edition. Based on the
Low/Mid-Rise Apartment (Land Use Code 221) land use category, apartments have an average
peak period parking demand of 1.2 vehicles per unit.

Future Parking Demand Evaluation
Based on the above, Table 5 presents a summary of the estimated peak parking demand for the
proposed apartment development based on the aforementioned sources.
Table 5
ESTIMATED PEAK PARKING DEMAND
Estimated Peak Parking Demand
Land Use
2009 Census Data
TOD Surveys
93 spaces
89 spaces
89 Apartments
(1.05 spaces per unit)
(1.0 space per unit)

ITE Rates
107 spaces
(1.2 spaces per unit)

As can be seen, the projected peak parking demand for the proposed development will range
from a low of 89 parking spaces to a high of 107 parking spaces. Based on the above, the
proposed supply of 102 onsite parking spaces and three on-street carsharing parking spaces at a
ratio of 1.18 spaces per unit (including the three carsharing spaces) will be adequate in meeting
the future parking needs of the residents.
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Best Parking Practices
As it was previously mentioned, the proximity of the Downers Grove Metra train station and the
Pace Bus Routes 834, 462, and 463 stops close to the site as well as its location within downtown
Downers Grove qualifies the project as a TOD.
Best practices with respect to parking policies that are supportive of Smart Growth and TOD’s
include strategies that promote walking, biking and the use of public transit while reducing or
eliminating the need for private automobiles. These strategies include the following:







Incorporate transit-friendly parking design behind street-facing retail
Manage/limit the amount of parking provided
Reserve parking space for carsharing services
Allow for parking to be shared by multiple uses
Provide enclosed, secured storage facilities for bicycles
Unbundle parking by separating parking costs from unit leases, which provides economic
incentives for tenants to opt out of parking and make better use of alternative travel
modes

Carsharing programs provide participants with convenient and flexible access to centrally-owned
and maintained vehicles. Carsharing offers an alternative to individual car ownership, which
effectively increases the number of users per vehicle and contributes to lower auto ownership
rates and reduced parking demand. According to recent North American studies and carsharing
member surveys, each carsharing vehicle removes an average of 15 privately-owned cars from
the community.
The incorporation of the above-noted strategies into a development is recognized by the
U.S. Green Building Council in the form of credits towards LEED certification of the project.
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6.
Conclusion
Based on the proposed development and preceding evaluation, the following conclusions have
been made:


The proposed apartment development is located within 550 feet of the Downers Grove
Metra station and various Pace Bus Route stops. As such, given its proximity to public
transportation and its location within downtown Downers Grove, the development has the
characteristics of a TOD.



The amount of traffic that will be generated by the proposed development will be reduced
due to the availability of public transportation serving the area.



The results of the capacity analyses indicate that the studied intersections are and will
continue operating at acceptable levels of service and that the proposed apartment
development will not have a significant impact on the area intersections.



TOD’s are characterized by less dependence on automobiles and lower vehicle ownership
thus reducing the parking demand.



Best practices with respect to parking policies that are supportive of Smart Growth
include strategies that promote walking, biking and the use of public transit while
reducing or eliminating the need for private automobiles. Several of these strategies will
be incorporated into the development, including managing the amount of parking
provided, providing bike storage, unbundling parking cost from unit leases and providing
parking spaces for carsharing programs.



Based on Census 2009 data, surveys of other TOD’s in Illinois, California and Oregon
and a review of the ITE Parking Generation Manual, the proposed parking supply of 102
on-site parking spaces and three on-street carsharing spaces will be sufficient to meet the
projected peak parking demand.
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TOD Data
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LOG OUT

USER GUIDE

STATION DOWNLOADS

Transit Zone:
Selected Station

Station

.25 mile

Existing Transit

.5 mile

Potential Transit



Smart Zoom
Transit Region

TOD Report
View as: Table |
List Download as: Word |
Excel | CSV
Station .25 Mile Transit Zone:
Metra Burlington Northern
(BNSF); Downers Grove Metra
Year Opened: (1)
Latitude:

(2)

Longitude:

(2)

Average Travel
Time to Work: (3)
Median Household
Income 2009: (4)
Percent who take
public
transportation
2009: (5)

Pre-2000
41.7952778
-88.0097222
30.06
70,939
22.22

Percent who
bicycle 2009: (6)

0.00

Percent who walk
2009: (7)

8.21

Percent who take
public
transportation,
bicycle or walk
2009: (8)

30.43

Average number of
vehicles available
per household
2009: (9)

1.47

Average number of
vehicles available
per household
2009: Owner
Occupied: (10)

1.68

Average number of
vehicles available
per household
2009: Renter
Occupied: (11)

1.05

Percent of
households with 0
or 1 vehicle
available 2009: (12)

50.59

http://toddata.cnt.org/db_tool.php

Report a map error

5/11/2015

TOD
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Database

Median Year
Structure Built
2009: (13)

Page 2 ofPage
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1,957

1

The year in which this station opened. This value is intended to inform the analysis of available statistics, and therefore all stations open
prior to 2000 report as "Pre-2000", the year of the earliest available statistic.
2
Station location, current as of April 1, 2015. Station locations are updated (as necessary) on a quarterly basis which may result in
changes in aggregated data.
3
American Community Survey 2005-2009 5-Year Estimates b08013_001 / b08132_001 aggregated from Census 2009 Tracts
4
American Community Survey 2005-2009 5-Year Estimates b19013_001 aggregated from Census 2009 Block Groups
5
American Community Survey 2005-2009 5-Year Estimates (b08301_010) / (b08301_001) aggregated from Census 2009 Block Groups
6
American Community Survey 2005-2009 5-Year Estimates (b08301_018 ) / (b08301_001) aggregated from Census 2009 Block Groups
7
American Community Survey 2005-2009 5-Year Estimates (b08301_019) / (b08301_001) aggregated from Census 2009 Block Groups
8
American Community Survey 2005-2009 5-Year Estimates (b08301_010 + b08301_018 + b08301_019) / (b08301_001) aggregated
from Census 2009 Block Groups
9
American Community Survey 2005-2009 5-Year Estimates b25046_001 / b25044_001 aggregated from Census 2009 Block Groups
10
American Community Survey 2005-2009 5-Year Estimates b25046_002 / b25044_002 aggregated from Census 2009 Block Groups
11
American Community Survey 2005-2009 5-Year Estimates b25046_003 / b25044_009 aggregated from Census 2009 Block Groups
12
American Community Survey 2005-2009 5-Year Estimates (b25044_003+b25044_004+b25044_010+b25044_011) / b25044_001
aggregated from Census 2009 Block Groups
13
American Community Survey 2005-2009 5-Year Estimates b25035_001 aggregated from Census 2009 Block Groups

© Copyright 2009-15 Center for Neighborhood Technology · 2125 W North Ave, Chicago, IL 60647 · Tel: (773) 278-4800 · Fax: (773) 278-3840
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Level of Service Criteria
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LEVEL OF SERVICE CRITERIA FOR UNSIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS
Level of Service
Average Total Delay (SEC/VEH)
A

0 - 10

B

> 10 - 15

C

> 15 - 25

D

> 25 - 35

E

> 35 - 50

F

> 50

Source: Highway Capacity Manual, 2010.
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Capacity Analysis Summary Sheets
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis
3: Forest Avenue & Gilbert Avenue

Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
tF (s)
p0 queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)
Direction, Lane #
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS

5/11/2015

EBL

EBT

EBR

WBL

WBT

WBR

NBL

NBT

NBR

SBL

SBT

SBR

103

13
Stop
0%
0.95
14

26

6

7

1

21

0.95
7

0.95
1

0.95
15

0.95
22

153
Free
0%
0.95
161

115

0.95
6

263
Free
0%
0.95
277

14

0.95
27

4
Stop
0%
0.95
4

0.95
108

None

None

501

499

161

526

613

284

282

292

501
7.1

499
6.5

161
6.2

526
7.1

613
6.5

284
6.2

282
4.1

292
4.1

3.5
77
469

4.0
97
468

3.3
97
889

3.5
99
435

4.0
99
403

3.3
99
760

2.2
100
1292

2.2
98
1282

EB 1
149
108
27
513
0.29
30
14.9
B
14.9
B

WB 1
18
6
7
516
0.03
3
12.2
B
12.2
B

NB 1
293
1
15
1292
0.00
0
0.0
A
0.0

SB 1
183
22
0
1282
0.02
1
1.1
A
0.7

SB 2
121
0
121
1700
0.07
0
0.0

Intersection Summary
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

3/26/2015 A.M. Peak Hour - Existing Traffic

3.5
45.5%
15

ICU Level of Service

0.95
121

A

Synchro 9 Report
Page 1
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis
5: Forest Avenue & Burlington Avenue

5/11/2015

Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
tF (s)
p0 queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)

WBL

WBR

NBT

NBR

SBL

SBT

32
Stop
0%
0.95
34

35

373
Free
0%
0.95
393

0

0

0.95
0

0.95
0

257
Free
0%
0.95
271

Direction, Lane #
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS

0.95
37

None

None

528

393

393

528
6.8

393
6.9

393
4.1

3.5
93
480

3.3
94
606

2.2
100
1162

WB 1
34
34
0
480
0.07
6
13.1
B
12.2
B

WB 2
37
0
37
606
0.06
5
11.3
B

Intersection Summary
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

3/26/2015 A.M. Peak Hour - Existing Traffic

NB 1
393
0
0
1700
0.23
0
0.0

SB 1
135
0
0
1700
0.08
0
0.0

0.0

0.0

1.2
29.6%
15

SB 2
135
0
0
1700
0.08
0
0.0

ICU Level of Service

A

Synchro 9 Report
Page 2
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis
6: Gilbert Avenue & Lot D Access Drive

Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
tF (s)
p0 queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)
Direction, Lane #
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS

5/11/2015

EBL

EBT

WBT

WBR

SBL

SBR

8

142
Free
0%
0.95
149

119
Free
0%
0.95
125

1

0
Stop
0%
0.95
0

1
0.95
1

None

None

126

292

126

126
4.1

292
6.4

126
6.2

2.2
99
1473

3.5
100
699

3.3
100
930

0.95
8

EB 1
158
8
0
1473
0.01
0
0.4
A
0.4

WB 1
126
0
1
1700
0.07
0
0.0
0.0

Intersection Summary
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

3/26/2015 A.M. Peak Hour - Existing Traffic

0.95
1

SB 1
1
0
1
930
0.00
0
8.9
A
8.9
A
0.3
24.0%
15

ICU Level of Service

A

Synchro 9 Report
Page 3
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis
8: Gilbert Avenue & Immanuel Access Drive

Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
tF (s)
p0 queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)
Direction, Lane #
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS

5/11/2015

EBL

EBT

WBT

WBR

SBL

SBR

0

148
Free
0%
0.95
156

120
Free
0%
0.95
126

0

2
Stop
0%
0.95
2

0
0.95
0

None

None

126

282

126

126
4.1

282
6.4

126
6.2

2.2
100
1473

3.5
100
712

3.3
100
929

0.95
0

EB 1
156
0
0
1473
0.00
0
0.0

WB 1
126
0
0
1700
0.07
0
0.0

0.0

0.0

Intersection Summary
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

3/26/2015 A.M. Peak Hour - Existing Traffic

0.95
0

SB 1
2
2
0
712
0.00
0
10.1
B
10.1
B
0.1
17.8%
15

ICU Level of Service

A

Synchro 9 Report
Page 4
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis
3: Forest Avenue & Gilbert Avenue

Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
tF (s)
p0 queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)
Direction, Lane #
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS

5/11/2015

EBL

EBT

EBR

WBL

WBT

WBR

NBL

NBT

NBR

SBL

SBT

SBR

43

6
Stop
0%
0.95
6

21

26

19

1

18

0.95
20

0.95
1

0.95
15

0.95
19

292
Free
0%
0.95
307

243

0.95
27

118
Free
0%
0.95
124

14

0.95
22

11
Stop
0%
0.95
12

0.95
45

None

None

505

486

307

504

735

132

563

139

505
7.1

486
6.5

307
6.2

504
7.1

735
6.5

132
6.2

563
4.1

139
4.1

3.5
90
454

4.0
99
477

3.3
97
737

3.5
94
457

4.0
97
345

3.3
98
923

2.2
100
1018

2.2
99
1457

EB 1
74
45
22
515
0.14
12
13.1
B
13.1
B

WB 1
59
27
20
512
0.12
10
12.9
B
12.9
B

NB 1
140
1
15
1018
0.00
0
0.1
A
0.1

SB 1
326
19
0
1457
0.01
1
0.5
A
0.3

SB 2
256
0
256
1700
0.15
0
0.0

Intersection Summary
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

3/26/2015 P.M. Peak Hour - Existing Traffic

2.2
39.2%
15

ICU Level of Service

0.95
256

A

Synchro 9 Report
Page 1
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis
5: Forest Avenue & Burlington Avenue

5/11/2015

Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
tF (s)
p0 queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)

WBL

WBR

NBT

NBR

SBL

SBT

58
Stop
0%
0.95
61

67

180
Free
0%
0.95
189

0

0

0.95
0

0.95
0

495
Free
0%
0.95
521

Direction, Lane #
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS

0.95
71

None

None

450

189

189

450
6.8

189
6.9

189
4.1

3.5
89
538

3.3
91
820

2.2
100
1382

WB 1
61
61
0
538
0.11
10
12.6
B
11.1
B

WB 2
71
0
71
820
0.09
7
9.8
A

Intersection Summary
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

3/26/2015 P.M. Peak Hour - Existing Traffic

NB 1
189
0
0
1700
0.11
0
0.0

SB 1
261
0
0
1700
0.15
0
0.0

0.0

0.0

1.7
23.7%
15

SB 2
261
0
0
1700
0.15
0
0.0

ICU Level of Service

A

Synchro 9 Report
Page 2
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis
6: Gilbert Avenue & Lot D Access Drive

Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
tF (s)
p0 queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)
Direction, Lane #
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS

5/11/2015

EBL

EBT

WBT

WBR

SBL

SBR

2

67
Free
0%
0.95
71

252
Free
0%
0.95
265

3

3
Stop
0%
0.95
3

23
0.95
24

None

None

268

342

267

268
4.1

342
6.4

267
6.2

2.2
100
1307

3.5
100
658

3.3
97
777

0.95
2

EB 1
73
2
0
1307
0.00
0
0.2
A
0.2

WB 1
268
0
3
1700
0.16
0
0.0
0.0

Intersection Summary
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

3/26/2015 P.M. Peak Hour - Existing Traffic

0.95
3

SB 1
27
3
24
761
0.04
3
9.9
A
9.9
A
0.8
23.4%
15

ICU Level of Service

A

Synchro 9 Report
Page 3
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis
8: Gilbert Avenue & Immanuel Access Drive

Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
tF (s)
p0 queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)
Direction, Lane #
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS

5/11/2015

EBL

EBT

WBT

WBR

SBL

SBR

0

69
Free
0%
0.95
73

275
Free
0%
0.95
289

0

0
Stop
0%
0.95
0

1
0.95
1

None

None

289

362

289

289
4.1

362
6.4

289
6.2

2.2
100
1284

3.5
100
641

3.3
100
754

0.95
0

EB 1
73
0
0
1284
0.00
0
0.0

WB 1
289
0
0
1700
0.17
0
0.0

0.0

0.0

Intersection Summary
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

3/26/2015 P.M. Peak Hour - Existing Traffic

0.95
0

SB 1
1
0
1
754
0.00
0
9.8
A
9.8
A
0.0
24.5%
15

ICU Level of Service

A

Synchro 9 Report
Page 4
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis
3: Forest Avenue & Gilbert Avenue

Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
tF (s)
p0 queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)
Direction, Lane #
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS

5/11/2015

EBL

EBT

EBR

WBL

WBT

WBR

NBL

NBT

NBR

SBL

SBT

SBR

124

13
Stop
0%
0.95
14

35

6

7

3

21

0.95
7

0.95
3

0.95
15

0.95
22

162
Free
0%
0.95
171

125

0.95
6

279
Free
0%
0.95
294

14

0.95
37

4
Stop
0%
0.95
4

0.95
131

None

None

532

529

171

566

654

301

302

308

532
7.1

529
6.5

171
6.2

566
7.1

654
6.5

301
6.2

302
4.1

308
4.1

3.5
71
446

4.0
97
449

3.3
96
879

3.5
98
404

4.0
99
381

3.3
99
743

2.2
100
1270

2.2
98
1264

EB 1
181
131
37
496
0.36
41
16.4
C
16.4
C

WB 1
18
6
7
489
0.04
3
12.6
B
12.6
B

NB 1
312
3
15
1270
0.00
0
0.1
A
0.1

SB 1
193
22
0
1264
0.02
1
1.0
A
0.6

SB 2
132
0
132
1700
0.08
0
0.0

Intersection Summary
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

3/26/2015 A.M. Peak Hour - Total Traffic

4.1
45.4%
15

ICU Level of Service

0.95
132

A

Synchro 9 Report
Page 1
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis
5: Forest Avenue & Burlington Avenue

5/11/2015

Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
tF (s)
p0 queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)

WBL

WBR

NBT

NBR

SBL

SBT

34
Stop
0%
0.95
36

37

410
Free
0%
0.95
432

0

0

0.95
0

0.95
0

274
Free
0%
0.95
288

Direction, Lane #
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS

0.95
39

None

None

576

432

432

576
6.8

432
6.9

432
4.1

3.5
92
448

3.3
93
572

2.2
100
1124

WB 1
36
36
0
448
0.08
6
13.7
B
12.7
B

WB 2
39
0
39
572
0.07
5
11.8
B

Intersection Summary
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

3/26/2015 A.M. Peak Hour - Total Traffic

NB 1
432
0
0
1700
0.25
0
0.0

SB 1
144
0
0
1700
0.08
0
0.0

0.0

0.0

1.2
31.6%
15

SB 2
144
0
0
1700
0.08
0
0.0

ICU Level of Service

A

Synchro 9 Report
Page 2
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis
6: Gilbert Avenue & Lot D Access Drive

Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
tF (s)
p0 queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)
Direction, Lane #
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS

5/11/2015

EBL

EBT

WBT

WBR

SBL

SBR

8

151
Free
0%
0.95
159

131
Free
0%
0.95
138

1

0
Stop
0%
0.95
0

1
0.95
1

None

None

139

314

138

139
4.1

314
6.4

138
6.2

2.2
99
1457

3.5
100
679

3.3
100
915

0.95
8

EB 1
167
8
0
1457
0.01
0
0.4
A
0.4

WB 1
139
0
1
1700
0.08
0
0.0

Intersection Summary
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

3/26/2015 A.M. Peak Hour - Total Traffic

0.0

0.95
1

SB 1
1
0
1
915
0.00
0
8.9
A
8.9
A
0.3
24.5%
15

ICU Level of Service

A

Synchro 9 Report
Page 3
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis
8: Gilbert Avenue & Immanuel Access Drive

Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
tF (s)
p0 queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)
Direction, Lane #
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS

5/11/2015

EBL

EBT

WBT

WBR

SBL

SBR

0

157
Free
0%
0.95
165

132
Free
0%
0.95
139

0

2
Stop
0%
0.95
2

0
0.95
0

None

None

139

304

139

139
4.1

304
6.4

139
6.2

2.2
100
1457

3.5
100
692

3.3
100
915

0.95
0

EB 1
165
0
0
1457
0.00
0
0.0

WB 1
139
0
0
1700
0.08
0
0.0

0.0

0.0

Intersection Summary
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

3/26/2015 A.M. Peak Hour - Total Traffic

0.95
0

SB 1
2
2
0
692
0.00
0
10.2
B
10.2
B
0.1
18.3%
15

ICU Level of Service

A

Synchro 9 Report
Page 4
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis
11: Gilbert Avenue & Access Drive

Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
tF (s)
p0 queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)
Direction, Lane #
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS

5/11/2015

EBL

EBT

WBT

WBR

SBL

SBR

1

150
Free
0%
0.95
158

127
Free
0%
0.95
134

5

22
Stop
0%
0.95
23

5
0.95
5

None

None

139

296

136

139
4.1

296
6.4

136
6.2

2.2
100
1457

3.5
97
699

3.3
99
918

0.95
1

EB 1
159
1
0
1457
0.00
0
0.1
A
0.1

WB 1
139
0
5
1700
0.08
0
0.0

Intersection Summary
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

3/26/2015 A.M. Peak Hour - Total Traffic

0.0

0.95
5

SB 1
28
23
5
731
0.04
3
10.1
B
10.1
B
0.9
18.7%
15

ICU Level of Service

A

Synchro 9 Report
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis
3: Forest Avenue & Gilbert Avenue

Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
tF (s)
p0 queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)
Direction, Lane #
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS

5/11/2015

EBL

EBT

EBR

WBL

WBT

WBR

NBL

NBT

NBR

SBL

SBT

SBR

55

6
Stop
0%
0.95
6

26

26

19

9

18

0.95
20

0.95
9

0.95
15

0.95
19

309
Free
0%
0.95
325

273

0.95
27

125
Free
0%
0.95
132

14

0.95
27

11
Stop
0%
0.95
12

0.95
58

None

None

547

528

325

552

808

139

613

146

547
7.1

528
6.5

325
6.2

552
7.1

808
6.5

139
6.2

613
4.1

146
4.1

3.5
86
421

4.0
99
448

3.3
96
721

3.5
93
419

4.0
96
310

3.3
98
915

2.2
99
976

2.2
99
1448

EB 1
92
58
27
483
0.19
17
14.2
B
14.2
B

WB 1
59
27
20
473
0.12
11
13.7
B
13.7
B

NB 1
156
9
15
976
0.01
1
0.6
A
0.6

SB 1
344
19
0
1448
0.01
1
0.5
A
0.3

SB 2
287
0
287
1700
0.17
0
0.0

Intersection Summary
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

3/26/2015 P.M. Peak Hour - Total Traffic

2.5
38.2%
15

ICU Level of Service

0.95
287

A

Synchro 9 Report
Page 1
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis
5: Forest Avenue & Burlington Avenue

5/11/2015

Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
tF (s)
p0 queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)

WBL

WBR

NBT

NBR

SBL

SBT

64
Stop
0%
0.95
67

71

199
Free
0%
0.95
209

0

0

0.95
0

0.95
0

536
Free
0%
0.95
564

Direction, Lane #
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS

0.95
75

None

None

492

209

209

492
6.8

209
6.9

209
4.1

3.5
87
506

3.3
91
796

2.2
100
1359

WB 1
67
67
0
506
0.13
11
13.2
B
11.5
B

WB 2
75
0
75
796
0.09
8
10.0
A

Intersection Summary
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

3/26/2015 P.M. Peak Hour - Total Traffic

NB 1
209
0
0
1700
0.12
0
0.0

SB 1
282
0
0
1700
0.17
0
0.0

0.0

0.0

1.8
25.0%
15

SB 2
282
0
0
1700
0.17
0
0.0

ICU Level of Service

A

Synchro 9 Report
Page 2
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis
6: Gilbert Avenue & Lot D Access Drive

Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
tF (s)
p0 queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)
Direction, Lane #
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS

5/11/2015

EBL

EBT

WBT

WBR

SBL

SBR

2

77
Free
0%
0.95
81

269
Free
0%
0.95
283

3

3
Stop
0%
0.95
3

23
0.95
24

None

None

286

370

285

286
4.1

370
6.4

285
6.2

2.2
100
1287

3.5
100
633

3.3
97
759

0.95
2

EB 1
83
2
0
1287
0.00
0
0.2
A
0.2

WB 1
286
0
3
1700
0.17
0
0.0

Intersection Summary
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

3/26/2015 P.M. Peak Hour - Total Traffic

0.0

0.95
3

SB 1
27
3
24
742
0.04
3
10.0
B
10.0
B
0.7
24.3%
15

ICU Level of Service

A

Synchro 9 Report
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis
8: Gilbert Avenue & Immanuel Access Drive

Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
tF (s)
p0 queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)
Direction, Lane #
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS

5/11/2015

EBL

EBT

WBT

WBR

SBL

SBR

0

79
Free
0%
0.95
83

292
Free
0%
0.95
307

0

0
Stop
0%
0.95
0

1
0.95
1

None

None

307

391

307

307
4.1

391
6.4

307
6.2

2.2
100
1265

3.5
100
617

3.3
100
737

0.95
0

EB 1
83
0
0
1265
0.00
0
0.0

WB 1
307
0
0
1700
0.18
0
0.0

0.0

0.0

Intersection Summary
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

3/26/2015 P.M. Peak Hour - Total Traffic

0.95
0

SB 1
1
0
1
737
0.00
0
9.9
A
9.9
A
0.0
25.4%
15

ICU Level of Service

A

Synchro 9 Report
Page 4
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis
11: Gilbert Avenue & Access Drive

Movement
Lane Configurations
Volume (veh/h)
Sign Control
Grade
Peak Hour Factor
Hourly flow rate (vph)
Pedestrians
Lane Width (ft)
Walking Speed (ft/s)
Percent Blockage
Right turn flare (veh)
Median type
Median storage veh)
Upstream signal (ft)
pX, platoon unblocked
vC, conflicting volume
vC1, stage 1 conf vol
vC2, stage 2 conf vol
vCu, unblocked vol
tC, single (s)
tC, 2 stage (s)
tF (s)
p0 queue free %
cM capacity (veh/h)
Direction, Lane #
Volume Total
Volume Left
Volume Right
cSH
Volume to Capacity
Queue Length 95th (ft)
Control Delay (s)
Lane LOS
Approach Delay (s)
Approach LOS

5/11/2015

EBL

EBT

WBT

WBR

SBL

SBR

6

74
Free
0%
0.95
78

269
Free
0%
0.95
283

24

13
Stop
0%
0.95
14

3
0.95
3

None

None

308

386

296

308
4.1

386
6.4

296
6.2

2.2
100
1264

3.5
98
618

3.3
100
748

0.95
6

EB 1
84
6
0
1264
0.00
0
0.6
A
0.6

WB 1
308
0
25
1700
0.18
0
0.0

Intersection Summary
Average Delay
Intersection Capacity Utilization
Analysis Period (min)

3/26/2015 P.M. Peak Hour - Total Traffic

0.0

0.95
25

SB 1
17
14
3
639
0.03
2
10.8
B
10.8
B
0.6
25.6%
15

ICU Level of Service

A

Synchro 9 Report
Page 5
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Burlington Station
5100 Forest Avenue Downers Grove, IL
Community Meeting Summary Report
Prepared by: Holladay Properties
A Community Meeting concerning the proposed development at 5100 Forest Ave was held on June 16,
2015 at 7:30 PM at the Downers Grove Public Library. Residents within 250 feet of the project site were
notified by written invitation sent by US mail to addresses obtained at the township assessor’s office. In
addition, Linda Kunze , Executive Director of the Downers Grove Downtown Management organization
was in attendance. Linda notified the downtown business owners and invited their participation in the
Community Meeting as well.
A total of 14 interested community members attended the meeting. The conference room at the
Library was set up with full size mounted exhibits depicting the building elevations, renderings, site
plans and parking plans for the proposed development. The first 15 minutes of the meeting allowed
community members to view the mounted exhibits and interact with representatives of the developer
(Drew Mitchell and Mike O’Connor of Holladay Properties).
At approximately 7:45 PM the group was invited to sit down to view a power point presentation of the
project. The content of the presentation included the history of the site, a review of the goals and
objective of the Comprehensive Plan for the Community, a presentation of the proposed design and its
responsiveness to the Comprehensive Plan, a review of the market analysis and demand for the
proposed residential units, and concluded with a discussion of next steps in the approval process for the
project.
The group was invited to attend the upcoming public hearing before the Plan Commission on July 6,
2015. The developer obtained contact information from each attendee in order to provide future
details concerning the approval process and progress.
Following the power point presentation, the developer responded to questions from the group as
follows:
1. How far along are you on the approval process with the Village? The developer explained that
numerous meetings have been held with Village staff and that the next step is the re-submittal of
our formal Plan Commission application on June 22. The developer also explained that the
project will be considered by the Plan Commission at its upcoming meeting on July 6, 2015.
2. Are the units available for sale or lease? The developer explained that units in the project will be
available for lease. The developer also explained that a detailed market analysis was performed
by Tracy Cross and Associates indicating there is a very strong market demand for leasing luxury
apartment units with demand derived from the “millennial” and “empty nester” demographic
groups.
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3. Are there issues relating to demolition of the existing building? The developer explained that the
project requires demolition of the former bank building and that there fortunately are no “historic
preservation” considerations in this regard.
4. Where will visitors be allowed to park? The developer indicated that the parking garage is sized to
provide approximately 10 percent more spaces than would be typically required per dwelling unit
in such close proximity to the train station as per the traffic study prepared by KLOA. These
spaces may be made available to visitors through active management by the on-site management
for the building. In addition, visitors to the development would have numerous parking options
just as any other visitors to downtown would have. This includes the availability of over- night
parking options in public parking facilities as well as on-street parking availability upon prior
notification and permission obtained through the police department.
5. What kind of appliances will be provided in the units? The developer explained that the units will
likely include stainless steel finish on appliances and additional luxury quality details such as stone
counter tops, walk-in closets, washer and dryer in each unit, designer flooring and cabinetry.
6. When will the project begin and how long will it take to complete? The developer indicated that a
ground breaking date and formal construction schedule is not yet identified. Significant preconstruction work must be accomplished including completion of Village approval process,
completion of final architectural and engineering working drawings, and building permit review
and approval. The developer indicated that accomplishment of the pre-construction tasks may
allow demolition of the existing building and commencement of site work in late 2015 followed by
a twelve month construction duration beginning in early 2016.
7. Are there things that can be done to reduce the attractiveness of the site to skate boarders both
now and in the future after the project is completed? The developer indicated that adding no
trespassing signs to the site is not preferred in such a visible location in the downtown. The
developer encouraged the group to notify the police if they see un-authorized activity on the site
in order to prevent accidents and vandalism. The developer explained that upon completion the
development will have an on-site manager which will help to deter unauthorized activity.
8. An attendee inquired regarding the services to be provided by the on-site manager of the building
and suggested these services by described as concierge services in marketing the project to
prospective residents. The developer explained that the on-site manger will operate the common
amenities of the building including fitness center, community room, outdoor patio/amenity deck,
business center. In addition the manger will receive deliveries communicate transportation
opportunities and manage the parking facility.
9. How will you address bicycle storage and parking for motor scooters and motor cycles? The
developer explained that each perimeter parking space will have a bike storage rack on the
perimeter wall. In addition, scooter and motor cycle parking may occur at the front or rear of
each leased parking space. There will also be a bike storage room available to residents.
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May 20, 2015
Anastasia Urban, Chairman
Village of Downers Grove
Plan Commission
801 Burlington Avenue
Downers Grove, IL 60515
Dear Anastasia
I understand that Drew Mitchell, VP Development at Holladay Properties, has submitted their Plan Application for the
development entitled “Burlington Station”. We have been working with Drew on this new plan and the Downtown
Management Board of Directors at its May board meeting unanimously supported the plan that they are submitting
to the Plan Commission.
We did have an opportunity to see the preliminary conceptual plans and the Board is very excited to see the project
change directions with a much needed and architecturally appealing project. We also noted that Holladay Properties
is working with Village staff on both the Comprehensive and Strategic Plans to bring to the Village a project that has
been researched and vetted to numerous entities. To see this site being torn down and the redevelopment plan that
has been put together will be an added impetus to the DG businesses as well as to the entire Village of Downers
Grove.
The Board also discussed the fact that there is no retail planned for this site. We understand they solicited and
researched for feedback on this topic. Retail brokers, including Peter Caruso (Jones, Lang & LaSalle) and Paige
Winkels (Mid‐America), strongly felt we need to keep retail where it is currently. They also spoke with retailers
directly and they seconded this statement. The general message was that they would require discounted rents as
Forest and Gilbert Street lacked the traffic and visibility of Main Street. The appealing part of this location was
parking and Holladay was aware of the recent changes to the ordinance which requires an 80% of primary frontage
to be occupied by structure and they were not able to make the site work for on‐site retail parking.
The Board unanimously agreed that we keep strong retail where it is currently. This project will bring in both
millennials and residents that want to downsize and stay in our community‐residents with disposable income to
shop, dine, conduct business in our downtown and work in the community. Additionally, they will have access to the
BNSF Railway ‐Metra Line to bring them to the City of Chicago in 28 minutes when necessary. This project will bring
in a wonderful variety of residents to the Downtown Grove, and offers a much needed higher‐end downtown
housing option for residents transitioning in Downers Grove.
We sincerely appreciate your consideration of the latest plan that is being proposed with the two variances that have
been noted.

Graham Mosey, Chairman
DG Downtown Management Corp.
Downers Grove, IL 60515

Linda Kunze, Executive Director
DG Downtown Management Corp.
Downers Grove, IL 60515
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APPROVED 8/3/15
VILLAGE OF DOWNERS GROVE
PLAN COMMISSION MEETING
PUBLIC HEARING
JULY 6, 2015, 7:00 P.M.
FILE 15-PLC-0019: A petition seeking approval of a Planned Unit Development and Special Use
to permit the construction of a multiple family residential structure. The property is currently zoned
DB, Downtown Business. The property is located at the northwest corner of Gilbert and Forest
Avenues, commonly known as 5100 Forest Avenue, Downers Grove, IL (09-08-126-005). DG
Burlington Partners, LP, Petitioner and Owner.
Planner Ainsworth summarized that the petitioner was seeking approval for a planned unit
development with a special use for the property. He located the parcel on the overhead and noted
the site sat within the DB, Downtown Business zoning district. The parcels to the north, east and
south were located in DB, Downtown Business and to the west is DT, Downtown Transition.
Currently a one-story bank building sits on the site which has been vacant for many years and
included an asphalt parking lot and a drive-through bank canopy. Curb-cut access was noted.
Proposed was a multi-story, multi-family structure in the Downtown Business District which is an
allowable special use. The proposed structure would be five-stories, include 89 units, include 102
enclosed parking spaces and include a number of amenities. The site plan was referenced on the
overhead. Details followed. Mr. Ainsworth explained the petitioner was requesting four (4)
deviations from the ordinance which required a planned unit development under the code. The four
deviations were as follows: 1) a deviation from Zoning Ordinance Section 4.010 – minimum lot
area per dwelling unit; 2) a deviation from Zoning Ordinance Section 7.030 – minimum motor
vehicle parking; 3) a deviation from Zoning Ordinance Section 7.7.140 – off-street loading; and 4) a
deviation from Zoning Ordinance Section 14.110.C – corner lot build-to-zone requirement.
Elevations, height, and square footage were reviewed. The proposed building was under the
maximum height allowed.
According to the three “build-to” requirements, the ordinance required 80% of primary facade along
Forest Avenue to be between 0 and 10 feet from the property line. Currently, Mr. Ainsworth
reported that 89% percent of the building’s façade is within the build-to zone which meets that
requirement. The proposal met the secondary setback/façade requirement of 59% where 30% is
required. To assist in the transition there will be extensive landscaping around the site. Further
explanation followed on how staff used the PUD process to get a better designed building,
additional public amenities and benefits in lieu of zoning deviations for the structure. Since the
proposed building would sit on a corner lot in the downtown business district and “hold” the corner
with an architectural statement/appeal, Mr. Ainsworth explained the third “build-to” requirement
which would require 100% of the first 25 feet on both the Forest side and the Gilbert side to be
within the 0 to 10 foot requirement. The petitioner was requesting 68% which was one of the
deviations. However, staff did find that the 68% did meet the intent of zoning ordinance
requirement and supported it as the design of the building provided significant detailing at the
corner. Referenced was the proposal’s similarity to the building located at 5101 Main Street.
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APPROVED 8/3/15
Mr. Ainsworth reported the petitioner is requesting to construct a building with 89 apartment units
while only 60 is allowed. Density was being increased which would allow the petitioner to increase
public amenities including connecting Parking Lot D to Forest Avenue via a sidewalk. Public
amenities included the public connection, more landscaping, and adding a four-foot fence to the
north property line to protect the public from the nearby railroad tracks.
An overlay of the building position on the lot was presented and depicted possible field of vision
scenarios at the Forest and Gilbert Avenues corner. Mr. Ainsworth shared that the petitioner was
proposing 102 parking spaces. Five spaces were for handicap accessible and 22 spaces were for
compact cars. Continuing, Mr. Ainsworth said the petitioner is proposing two temporary on-street
loading areas which would be constructed by the petitioner – one located on Forest and one on
Gilbert. Staff supported the on-street loading areas.
Concerns from the neighborhood meeting included overnight and visitor parking. Staff noted that
overnight and off-street parking were already available in the downtown in excess to the off-street
parking that was being provided by the petitioner.
Mr. Ainsworth explained how the proposal met the village’s comprehensive plan, met the
requirements of a catalyst site in the downtown business district, and elaborated on how the
proposal enhanced the area in general. Public benefits of the proposal included: the connector
sidewalk to Parking Lot D and Forest Avenue, enhanced landscaping, off-street loading spaces, and
an enhanced sidewalk and plaza. Staff also explained how the proposal met the intent of the
village’s Design Guidelines. Photographs and a video followed. Per Mr. Ainsworth, traffic
generation and parking were reviewed by Public Works while Fire Prevention, and engineering and
building reviews from Community Development were completed to ensure conceptual compliance
with applicable Village codes. Additional conditions in staff’s report would be required of the
petitioner.
Commissioner questions followed as to where the four utility boxes would be relocated; where the
trash pickup would take place (inside); what other similar density deviations existed in the village,
if any (Acadia on the Green); and how the Capri build-to-zone compared to the proposed building.
Further questions followed if there were any other higher density apartment buildings that had a
similar type of reduction in parking spaces (staff could not recall at this time), and what was meant
by multi-modal, i.e., multiple modes of access. Discussion then followed regarding overnight
parking.
Petitioner, Mr. Drew Mitchell 544 W. 7th Street, Hinsdale, Illinois introduced his team: Mr. Mike
O’Connor with Holladay Properties; Mr. Doug Worth with BSB (architect); Civil Engineer
Mr. Chris LaVoie and Mr. Javiar Millan with KLOA. Mr. Mitchell reviewed the site noting it was
not only a corner property but a challenging property and was part of a transition area that traveled
from the downtown area into a residential neighborhood. He described how he reviewed the
village’s comprehensive plan numerous times to envision the village’s goal for the area. He also
used real estate and marketing research firm Tracy Cross & Associates who determined there was a
strong demand for higher-end rental housing near the trains, especially among the Millennials and
empty nesters. Mr. Mitchell went on to explain how the proposal met the goals of the village’s
comprehensive plan/catalytic site.
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Mr. Doug Worth, 519 N. President Street, Wheaton, the architect for the project, shared how the
building was designed, keeping the terminating vista in mind and working with the grade change
from east to west. Elevations, the amenity deck and roof mechanicals were described, noting the
roof mechanicals would be screened from view by a parapet wall. Materials included two shades of
brick, a panelized fiber cement system, and architectural metals. Floor plans and easements were
explained. Additional amenities included a fitness facility, a computer room, a business center and
a community room. A description of unit amenities followed.
Turning to parking, Mr. Mitchell stated the proposed parking ratio is 1.15 spaces while the village’s
ordinance requires 1.4 spaces. Mr. Javier Millan, traffic consultant with KLOA, explained how the
site was considered as a transit-oriented design (“TOD”), meaning there was less reliance on a car
and more reliance on nearby trains, buses, bikes and pedestrian movement. He indicated that other
TOD communities were considered in the parking study. Presently, 102 parking spaces were being
proposed and he believed the 1.15 ratio would sufficiently meet the demand, considering the census
data. Daily trip generation was also reviewed.
Mr. Millan explained that the drop off/pick up zone on Forest Avenue will be for pedestrians and
short-term deliveries. The flex parking/loading area on Gilbert Streets will be for deliveries,
appliance service calls and/or tenants moving in/out. As to the parking on Gilbert Avenue, the idea
was to provide shared parking spaces there, possibly using zip cars, but Mr. Millan felt more review
of that area would be necessary so that the area was not blocked for deliveries. He conveyed that
management would have to manage those spaces, possibly using signage with time limits. Further
dialog followed from Mr. Mitchell that these were the general considerations for a building located
in a downtown setting. He reminded the commissioners that there would be a trial/error period
regarding the parking. As to adding the crosswalk to parking Lot D and concerns about vehicles
backing up onto the tracks, Mr. Worth pointed out a landscaped area that will direct the vehicles
down and away from the tracks. Pedestrians would also be in a safer location.
Mr. Cozzo asked about exterior lights on this building to which Mr. Worth stated there was
pedestrian-scaled lighting -- repetitive wall sconces -- which were shown on the overhead. The
west elevation would not have lighting due to it being a different property and the petitioner did not
want to “pollute” the nearby residences with light. Per a question, the exterior doors on the building
would be for the convenience of the tenants but also function as emergency exits.
Chairman Rickard opened up the meeting to public comment.
Mr. Bob Peterson, 6861 Camden Road, Downers Grove, stated he owns a moving/storage company
in the village and voiced concern about parking and moving residents in and out of the building,
especially out of state tenants. He explained the challenges of having an 80 to 90 foot semi truck
blocking the parking for 3 to 4 hours for a one-bedroom move. He queried how many elevators
were needed for this size of a building and asked what happens during rush hour while the move is
taking place. He inquired about the removal of trash using the internal access, consideration for
higher elevator ceilings, and constructing wide doors for larger pieces of furniture.
Ms. Rosa Hudson, 5112 Forest Avenue, resided south of the project and while the building and
amenities were a positive she voiced concern about traffic and constructing a building with enough
parking. She cited that visitors do not want to park at the parking deck because it is an
inconvenience. She discussed the extra traffic that will be generated.
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Mr. Tim Penovic, 5512 Fairhaven Court, Downers Grove asked if there was a study done to support
the growth and need for this number of renters because most of the other buildings in the area were
20 to 36 units. He pointed out that the comprehensive plan talks about retail or shops on the ground
floors with residential above and did not see it in this proposal.
Mr. Phillip Shaw, 5117 Brookbank Road, Downers Grove, says he frequents Gilbert Avenue and
voiced concern whether the garbage trucks will have enough room to pick up the trash. He asked
whether enough parking will be provided for the various white service trucks that work in the area,
since it will also affect the residents in the area. He believed the building covered too much of the
site and suggested constructing a taller building instead. He did not see the building as inspiring
and believed the building should be well planned.
Mr. Scott Richards, 1130 Warren Avenue (Oak Tree Towers), believed the building was beautiful
but was “too much” and the site was not a suitable location for the building. He had hoped the site
would have been used for a grocery store, which was well need for the condo and rental residents.
He voiced concerns about parking and the fact that people would not park 3 or 4 blocks from the
site. He voiced surprise that a building this size would be located next to railroad tracks given the
amount of trains and the noise they make and asked that sound-proofing be considered.
Ms. Peggy DeLaney, 1431 Gilbert Ave., Downers Grove, as a former city dweller, liked the
proposal and stated that many of her employees look for this type of housing in a great community
such as Dowers Grove. She shared how her family was very pedestrian-oriented, walked
everywhere and owned only one car. She supported the proposal.
Mr. Gordon Goodman, 5834 Middaugh, Downers Grove, was sworn in and pointed out the zoning
for the proposal was Downtown Business and not Downtown Transition and the goal in the
comprehensive plan was to have business/retail function on the first floor combined with a
residential function and understood this building did not. He agreed with the previous speaker’s
comments that it would be helpful to have a use at the site where people can walk and shop but at
the same time, he said the village had to recognize how it is going to promote mixed uses in the
downtown area, citing the precedent (single use/no retail) that the Marquee development had
already set on Maple Avenue. He suggested that the commissioners and planners to consider the
mixed use in the proposal but at the same time also revisit how to preserve the downtown business
zoning areas for mixed use. He questioned why developments were not being included in the mixed
use concept from the comprehensive plan.
Ms. Therese Meike, 1103 Gilbert, Downers Grove, lives in the nearby townhomes and is about the
closest unit to the proposal. She supported the proposal as compared to the former bank building,
noting there has been vandalism there and she would love to sit on her patio looking at the new
building.
Mr. Scott Curtis, 417 67th Court, Downers Grove, believed the proposal will be a benefit to the area,
given that the bank has been an eyesore. He believed operational issues existed but the petitioner
would “figure it out” since a significant amount of money was being spent on the project.
Mr. Bill Challberg, 1132 Curtis, Downers Grove, supported the project.
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No further public comments followed.
In response to the concerns raised, Mr. Mitchell explained that the typical truck length for a 1 to 2
bedroom is 15 feet and a 2 to 3 bedroom was 17 feet and management would not allow using a 90foot moving truck. While 3 to 4 hours may be typical for a 4 bedroom home, he stated it was not
typical for apartment buildings. The doorway widths were already addressed by the architect and
village planners. He hoped to bring additional customers to Rose’s business that did not need
parking spaces.
Regarding retail at the site, Mr. Mitchell stated he marketed the site nationally for retail use for
about 18 months with only a handful of interested companies, only to tell him that due to the 80%
frontage required for Forest Avenue, they could not park vehicles in front of the building.
Mr. Mitchell explained that there was a previous proposal for an “L” shaped building in the rear that
parked 40 vehicles in front, however, the reason municipalities were building so close was that they
wanted that presence on the street and the urban feel. This proposal, he shared, was basically a
response to the village’s comprehensive plan and the changes in the code.
Changes in demographics were talked about and the fact that some of the best firms were brought in
to create the proposal before the commission. Mr. Mitchell stated he would do his best to save the
red Maple tree. As for having other examples of transit oriented, rental developments in Downers
Grove, Mr. Mitchell stated there were none, which was why other municipalities were researched.
At the same time, he pointed out the residents of the proposal would be of a higher residual income
and would be spending their dollars locally.
Regarding the grade entering/exiting the garage, Mr. Chris Lavoie stated there was a 2% grade
down from Gilbert Avenue to the lower level elevation to get into the parking deck. As to the
locations of the transformers, he stated they will remain in their current location and the area from
Gilbert to the railroad tracks will be green space. He noted at the northwest corner of the site the
sidewalk will extend down with a grade transition where the sidewalk connects to Lot D. Final
engineering will determine the exact transition of the sidewalk.
Because the additional green space on the site has been increased, Mr. Lavoie stated the proposal
was below the threshold for providing stormwater detention and had less impervious area than the
bank site. Best management practices would be used; however, as Mr. Lavoie explained, he may
revise (for the better) the mechanical system as he gets to the final engineering phase. No
restrictors or discharges would be used; only water quality issues would be addressed in the plan.
Ms. Hogstrom notified the petitioner had English Ivy, an invasive plant, in the landscaping plan and
she asked Mr. Lavoie how the garbage removal would be addressed. As to the question about the
elevator size, Mr. Worth clarified that two elevators were planned for the building. The pedestrian
elevator had a 2,500 pound capacity while the freight elevator had a 3,500 pound capacity.
Mr. Webster referenced two letters in the commissioners’ packets, specifically one letter from the
Downtown Management Corporation and one letter from Jones Lang LaSalle and asked for the
petitioner’s opinion of them. Mr. Mitchell returned and summarized the history behind the site and
the fact that he encountered many challenges from a retail standpoint in that potential parties did not
want to be “a block off of Main Street” and the rents were not strong enough to pay for the tenant
improvements to make it enticing enough to retailers. What was attractive, however, was the onsite
parking. Secondly, he explained that if more than 66% of a building was rehabbed, an applicant
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was required to follow the village’s new ordinance. Challenges of that followed. Mr. Mitchell
further emphasized that he tried to place the common amenities for the building onto the
terminating vista right where Burlington Road terminates. He explained that the building would
look active along Forest Avenue, people would be on the fitness machines, and the leasing office
would be lighted to make the building look as if it is participating in the active downtown area. The
common elevator lobby on the upper floors are located within the terminating vista, providing
lighted windows within the terminating vista. He interpreted the letter from Jones, Lang, LaSalle as
the agent trying his hardest to market the site and he was not successful.
Per the chairman’s question, Manager Popovich and Planner Ainsworth addressed how mixed
use/retail on the first floor were addressed in the comprehensive plan and the zoning district.
Mixed-use in the comprehensive plan refers to a building, a set of buildings, area or neighborhood
that is comprised of a range of land uses serving more than one purpose. The proposal contributes
to the mixed-use downtown.
Mr. Mitchell closed by stating he believed the project would be great for the downtown area and
hoped the commissioners appreciated the level of effort that went into the proposal.
Chairman Rickard closed the public comment portion of the meeting and invited comments from
the commissioners.
Comments followed that there was a reason the property sat for as long as it did and that it was a
difficult piece of property to develop. Mr. Cozzo stated that a prior development proposal was
more denser than what was being proposed. He was not thoroughly comfortable with the parking
on Gilbert Avenue and stated that issue needed to be addressed. He supported the proposal,
however.
Mr. Thoman expressed concerns about parking, stating the reason for the 1.4 parking ratio in the
village was to accommodate visitors to a facility. Additionally, he believed Millennials’ largest
purchase will be a vehicle. He then compared the transportation amenities available to the village’s
residents as compared to downtown Chicago, noting there was no mobility for the Millennials or
seniors in Downers Grove and the bus routes were basically commuter bus routes to the train station
and nothing more, but which were a benefit to the immediate area. He compared other nearby
rental properties to the proposal, noting many were senior housing units. The blue-collar rental
units, more than likely, would use their bikes to the train station. Mr. Thoman still voiced concern
about unit density and parking, pointing out the village’s code required a parking space of 12 feet in
width and 35 feet in length off public property which was not accounted for in the proposal. He
envisioned many move-ins and move-outs and shared examples from his own experience. He
believed that function as well, as well as the garbage collection function, needed to be moved off
the street, which was a public nuisance. He also asked that train noise be addressed now versus
later, which was not mentioned. He would not recommend a supportive recommendation at this
time. Ms. Hogstrom reiterated Mr. Thoman’s comments and her comments about the pedestrian
crosswalk and ensuring vehicles are not backed up on the tracks.
Mr. Webster shared his views on how public transportation has changed over the years and his
expectation of it increasing in future years because of the demand. He explained that he relies on
consultants who rely on market research but agreed that the plan needed to be “tweaked.” He also
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reminded the commissioners that the petitioner had to build a project that was profitable. However,
he did not believe it was necessary to see the project again.
Discussion among the commissioners followed that the proposal was “almost there” but needed to
address the concerns raised about trash collection, noise elimination, parking issues, etc. and return
to the commission for review. However, Mr. Cozzo felt that no project would completely meet all
of the requirements and believed there may be ways for the village to assist with the parking issue.
WITH RESPECT TO FILE 15-PLC-0019, MR. COZZO MADE A MOTION TO FORWARD
A POSITIVE RECOMMENDATION TO THE VILLAGE COUNCIL, SUBJECT TO
STAFF’S CONDITION NOS. 1 THRU 15 IN ITS REPORTS AND THAT THE
PETITIONER ADDRESS GARBAGE DISPOSAL TO DISCOURAGE A RIGHT-OF-WAY
CONFLICT AND ADDRESS ADDITIONAL PARKING OPTIONS OFF-SITE, PRIOR TO
FORWARDING THE PROPOSAL TO VILLAGE COUNCIL.
SECONDED BY MR. WEBSTER. ROLL CALL:
AYE:
NAY:

MR. COZZO, MR. WEBSTER, MS. HOGSTROM, CHAIRMAN RICKARD
MR. THOMAN

MOTION CARRIED. VOTE: 4-1
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PARKING:
106 Enclosed Parking
- 05 ADA / IAC Accessible
- 79 Standard
- 21 Compact
- 01 Tandem
3 Street Parallel Parking

The drawings presented are illustrative of character and design intent only, and are
subject to change based upon final design considerations (i.e. applicable codes,
structural, and MEP design requirements, unit plan / floor plan changes, etc.)
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6370 AmeriPlex Dr. Ste. 110 | Portage Indiana 46368

PHONE (219) 841-6416 | FAX (219) 764-0446

August 6, 2015
Mr. Stan Popovich
Mr. Patrick Ainsworth
Village of Downers Grove -Community Development
901 Burlington Ave
Downers Grove, Illinois 60515
Re: Burlington Station- Planned Unit Development Application-5100 Forest Ave 15-PLC-0019
Dear Stan and Patrick :
Thank you for your efforts concerning the above referenced Application for our Burlington Station
development at 5100 Forest Ave. At our hearing before the Planning Commission there were several issues
which we are to address in anticipation of our appearance before the Village Council in August. The issues
include refuse handling, loading for move-in /move-out of our tenants, use of native plantings in lieu of nonnative species, and parking for both residents and visitors. This letter is intended to address each of these
issues and offer additional information for consideration by the Village Council. We have attached a revised
site plan, landscape plan and garage level parking plan for your consideration and distribution to the Village
Council.
In addition, this letter is intended to serve as a request to revisit the calculation of the Park Donation
requirement as indicated on page 12 of the Village Staff Report dated July 6, 2015, Recommendation number
two. The Village Staff Report indicates a Park Donation requirement of $483,491.20. We believe a reduced
Park Donation amount may be warranted following consideration of provided public and private open space.
REFUSE HANDLING
Based upon input from Republic Services we have incorporated a trash compactor and trash chute in the
project. I have attached a memorandum from Republic which describes the waste removal operations. In
summary, refuse will be placed in the trash chute by our tenants and compacted in the refuse room at the
garage level. On the morning of pickup, the compactor container will be rolled to the flex parking/loading
area on Gilbert Ave by the building staff. Our revised site plan now includes a designated location for
placement of the container and a depressed curb to access flex parking/loading area. We have also attached
an exhibit which indicates how the waste hauler will be able to pull its truck out of the traffic through lane at
this location in order to empty the container. The building staff will then return the emptied container to the
refuse room in the garage on that same morning. The recycling container will be handled in a similar fashion.
LOADING AREA – MOVE-IN/MOVE-OUT
The attached revised site plan includes a note indicating the location of three flex parking spaces along
Gilbert Avenue which also are intended to function as the loading zone for Tenant move-in/move-out. The
South Bend

Nashville Indianapolis Chicago/Portage
www.holladayproperties.com

Richmond
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move process will be managed by the building staff and will be scheduled by appointment during off peak
hours so as to minimize any disruption of traffic. The flex loading zone area is over 62 feet in length.
According to both U-Haul and Budget Truck Rental the typical one bedroom apartment requires no more
than a 16 to 17 foot long truck. The typical 2-3 bedroom apartment requires no more than a 20 to 24 foot
long truck. We have attached exhibits which depict how these vehicles will be able to easily maneuver into
the loading zone without impeding traffic on Gilbert. Larger semi-truck vehicles will not be allowed for
resident moves and will be controlled as part of the appointment process by building staff.
NATIVE LANDSCAPE
Attached is a revised landscape plan which has been revised to include only native plant species. Ivy has
been replaced with native Blue and Shade Sedge and Bird’s Foot Violets as ground covers.
PARKING- RESIDENT AND VISITOR
We have revised the garage plan to increase the total number of on-site parking spaces to 106. This
increases the parking ratio to 1.191 parking spaces per dwelling unit. We believe this parking ratio is
supported by the parking study prepared by KLOA as part of our application. It is our understanding the
Village is investigating use of commuter lot D for visitor parking overnight and on weekends. Otherwise
visitors will be accommodated by existing parking opportunities available throughout the downtown which
are available to any visitor to the area.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
As per our recent discussions we are working diligently to bring the project budget in line with feasibility
requirements. In support of our efforts to make this exciting project a reality, we are requesting the village
consider allowing an alternative construction type for the four story residential component of the project.
We have provided the anticipated cost premium data to Mr. Alex Pellicano in response to his recent request
dated 8/3/2015.
In addition, we are requesting the Village consider at a future time, prior to issuance of permits, an
adjustment to the park district donation amount in order to account for the public and private open space
provided within the development as allowed within Section 20.300SECb(3) of the Municipal Code.
It is our understanding that our application is to be considered by the Village Council in the near future. If
possible, we request to be scheduled for the August 11, 2015 Council meeting.
Thank you for your consideration.
Best regards,

T. Drew Mitchell
Holladay Properties
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PARKING:
106 Enclosed Parking
- 05 ADA / IAC Accessible
- 79 Standard
- 21 Compact
- 01 Tandem
3 Street Parallel Parking

The drawings presented are illustrative of character and design intent only, and are
subject to change based upon final design considerations (i.e. applicable codes,
structural, and MEP design requirements, unit plan / floor plan changes, etc.)
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